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Aim At Toppling Government

Fighting Continues In Nicaragua
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)- Red
Cross officials prepared for more
bloodshed today as scattered bomb
blasts and gunfire rattled several cities
and a business strike aimed at toppling
the government of President Anastasio
Somoza shut down most of the country's
commerce.
No new pitched battles have been
reported since Friday when the
national guard retook Matagalpa,a city
of 40,000 about 100 miles north of the
capital. An estimated 50 persons were
killed and hundreds wounded during
that five-day uprising.
But Noel Bravo, director of the Red
Croft in Clenand
aajilbis

ADVANCE GIFTS CHAIRMAN - Ed Chrisman, left, president of_Ole Four
Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of America, presents Ed Shinners, advance
gifts chairman for the 1978 Sfsif drive, with an award for his work in the
drive. The award was presented at Thursday's Rotary meeting.

RECEIVES AWARD - Charles Walston, right, is shown receiving the
Good Turn Award from the Four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of
America. Ed Chrisman, left, president of the Four Rivers Council, made the
presentation at a recent Rotary meeting. Walston received the award
for serving as 1978 SME drive chairman for Calloway County. He raised a
record $9,600 from this county.

Adult Day Care
Program Expanded
Following the phasing out of the preschool day care program operated by
the Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health-Mental Retardation'
Association, an expanded adult
program is now underway.
Keith Hays, chairman of the local
association pointed out the adult
program operated by the association
and the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board is an on going program.
Prior to the phasing out of the day
care center's operation, the adult
program was conducted in the hack of
the Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health Center on Main Street.
The primary difficulty with that
situation was simply a lack of space,
Hays said.
"Many adults from throughout'the
Murray-Calloway County area who had
problems
with
developmental
disabilities, mental health or mental
retardation problems were not able to
be served due to lack of space," Hays
said. "School systems are beginning to
take care of school age children; the
new educational consortium located on
the campus of Murray State University
will be offering a program for preschoolers; but no provision was being
made for those persons over school age

Enforcement Education Program
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were taking "preventive measures
because of strong rumors of violence
like that in Matagalpa."
Red Cross workers were organizing
special teams of doctors and volunteers
and setting up first aid stations and
refugee centers in Chinandega, about 70
miles northwest of Managua, Bravo
said in a telephone interview.
He said bombs and gunfire were
heard regularly in the city and
demonstrators had set fire to piles of
tires and dug trenches in some streets
to prevent the passage of heavy trucks.
Continuous bomb explosions were
reported in Jinotepe, 35 miles south of
Managua, but observers said police

who also needed such care."
Adults enrolled in the program are
helped in overcoming their handicaps
and in pursuing what Hays called "a
happier lifestyle."
He indicated that "participants have
the opportunity to share with adults in
reorienting themselves to such simple
things as good personal hygiene; the
ability for those who live alone to take
care of their homes; and for some,
providing the vehicle for returning to
their own ability to earn a living."
According to Don Brock, supervisor
of the Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health Center, prior to the expansion of
the program, only eight adults could be
served. Now the center is capable of
handling between twelve and fifteen
adults.
Persons interested in additional
Information or who may wish to enroll
are asked to contact Brock at the center
located at 702 Main St., Murray, or
te1ephone 753-6622.

were patrolling the streets and no shots
were heard.
Esteli, 80 miles north of Managua,
was a ghost town. No traffic was
moving in the streets and people stayed
indoors, the local Red Cross office said.
Protesters reportedly had built
barricades of wood and rocks and had
scattered nails on the roads.
More than 90 percent of the
businesses in Chin andega, Jinotepe and
Esteli were reported closed. The
Nicaraguan Chamber of Commerce
said its surveys showed the strike was
75 percent effective in Managua and 90
percent outside the capital.
Traffic was moving normally in

Managua Friday and most banks were
open, but at some there were long lines
of people waiting to withdraw money.
The capital was generally calm
Friday night despite frequent bomb
blasts that apparently were designed to
keep up the tension rather than inflict
casualties. Groups of national guardsmen set up scattered roadblocks and
were making spot checks of vehicles.
In Matagalpa, where national guard
troops took control following a pullout
by yoirths who had set up barricades
and held the city for five days, all was
reported quiet.

Calloway County
Is Disaster Area
Commissioner • of Agriculture
Thomas Harris has notified County
JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller that
Calloway County has been declared a
disaster county because of the drought
conditions of this summer. Calloway is
one of 11 counties, most of which are in
western Kentucky to be declared
disaster counties.
Calloway farmers are eligible for
Farmers Home Administration loans of
up to $250,000 at 3 percent interest and 5
percent for amounts greater than that.
These loans are actual loss or
production loans and are because of a
reduction in crop yields.
Major adjustment loans will be
available with 13e: percent interest.
Farmers having difficulty meeting
payments on equipment or real estate
or who need to be reorganized are
eligible for these loans.
Miller said that the FHA will send a
team to Calloway County, probably
next week, and that local farmers
should have begun the processing of
their leans ittbrark...t.ba taam.
The judge said that there is 'also a
possibility that some ASCS cost-sharing
programs will be established.

FHA loans may be applied for at the
Farmers Home Administration office
in the Agricultural Service Center on
Highway 4.5 off Jimtown Road .in
Mayfield. The telephone number is 3079525. A representative from that offteis in Murray from 8 a.m. to noon every
Wednesday at the Bel-Air Shopping
Center.

MSU To Offer
Reading Program
A program of reading remediation
and enrichment for children in grades
one through 12 will be offered at
Murray State University this fall on
Monday and Wednesday afternoons.
Conducted by the Division of Reading
in the Department of Special
Education, the program will begin
Sept. 18 and run through Dec. 6. Classes
are scheduled from 3:30 to 420 p.m. on
Mondays and Wednesdays.
Betty Blodgett, clinic coordinator,
(Isis swiiismies, saw remorria-lik vim* lit
their children by calling the Diagnostic
and Remediation Center on the campus
at 762-2446.

KSP Sets
Guidelines On
Phone Number

The toll-free Kentucky State Police
Emergency line will be limited only to
emergency calls as of Sept. 15, according to an announcement from KSP
Commissioner Kenneth E. Brandenburg'.
This is being done in order to ease
criminal justice. They are repayable at
overloaded conditions which have
seven percent interest but carry special
resulted in poor service to the public
provisions under which a part or all of and extremely high costs.
the loan obligation may be canceled
More than a year ago, the KSP posts
Students who apply for LEEP funds
at Mayfield and Madisonville installed
work with both Dr. Chip Paddock. the 24-hour Emergency Line as a pilot
director of the Division of Criminology
project. Favorable results from the line
and Corrections on the campus, and the
at these two pilot posts will determine
student Financial Aid Office.
•-whether all 16 state police poets get thy
McDougal sett*, anyon.e..wee-is. —line. Throe inontittp-areieftirr-the to
'qnallfled for lid and interested in the
program.
criminal justice academic program
In his memorandum to KSP posts 1
should call, write, or visit the Student
and 2, Brandenburgh said that the lack
Financial Aid Office, Basement, Sparks
of emergency access to the line and the
Hall, Murray State University, Murray.
tremendous cost of the pilot program
Ky., 42071, (502) 762-2546.
has jeopardized the proposed statewide
program. He also emphasized that nonemergency calls not only jeopardize the
program financially but may also
result in loss of life.
The Emergency Line will be
books; President George E. Gullen of restricted to four conditions - to report
accidents; to report crimes and
Wayne State • University, Detroit;
criminal information; to report
library educator Doralyn Hickey: and
weather conditions, tornados, etc.; and
Richard Allen, curator of Tulane
to report emergencies.
University's Jazz Archive.
All other routine calls by local police
A highlight of the Joint Conference
will be the presentation of two agencies, insurance companies, news
media, state police personnel, and
prestigious literary awards. Angie
Debo will be the recipient of SWLA's personS wanting road and travel information should be made to 856-3721.
1978 Author Award, while Eudora Welty
During inclement weather, the state
will be the first regional writer to be
police will contact the local radio and
accorded special recognition by the
television stations with road conditions.
Southeastern Library Association.

Funds Criminal Justice Courses
A 50 percent increase in funding for
the Law Enforcement Education
Program (LEEP) at Murray State
University for 1978-79 has opened the
way for more people involved in
criminal justice work to receive
financial aid during the year.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray State,
said the award for 1978-79 is gio,000. A
total of 50 students at Murray State,.
reaswea -aiiiieisti2O-,13001i1LEEP find
in 1977-78.
He said both previous grants..
recipients and new applicants who are
employed full-time in state or local

criminal justice work are eligible for
assistance this year and will be given
priority in being funded according to
LEEP regulations.
Funding for LEEP is provided
through the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration of the U. S.
Pepartment of Justice.
LEEP grants do not have to be repaid
by recipients who remain in full-time
Jaw pnforceirriRnt epapleyment..for at
least two years after completing the
courses for which the aid was received.
Loans through LEEP may also be
available Sharing the year to full-time
students with majors in the field of

MSU Librarian To Attend Conference
Edwin C. Strohecker, Murray State
University librarian and chairman of
the Southeastern Library Association's
Intellectual Freedom Committee, will
be among the librarians from 16 states
meeting in New Orleans for the Joint
Conference of the Southeastern and
Southwestern Library Associations.
The meeting is scheduled for Oct. 5-8 at
the New Orleans Hilton.
"Beyond Regional Bounds" is the
theme of this professional conference,
_erhieh will feature tis guest
.
speakers, O.

B. Hardison, director of the Folger
Shakespeare Library, Washington,
D.C.; Eileen Cooke, director of the
Washington Office of the American
Library Association; and Ruth L.
Tighe, program coordinator for the
forthcoming White House Conference
on Library and Information Services.
Included on the combined SEIA
SectionSWLA Interest Group programs
will be Connie Dunlap, director of the
Duke University Library; Elaine
Koniesburg, noted author of children's

In Home Economics

Murray Teacher Head Of Organization

VOLUNTEER SERVICE RECOGNITION - Dr. Harry Sparks, chairman of the
Calloway County Red Cross for 1979, presented the outgoing chairman,
Holmes Ellis, with a certificate of recognition of his five years of volunteer
service as chapter Thairman for the years 1973-78. The award was presented at Thursday's Rotary meeting. Ellis, who asked not to be re-elected, has
served as director, chairman of the board, and fund drive chairman and has
been active in Red Cross work for more than 20 years. Stuart Po'ston, vice
chairman-elect, was not present at the meeting but will be given a citation
for services in recognition of his leadership of the 1978 fund drive. Other
Chapter officers are judge Sid Easley, treasurer, and Dr. Ruth Cole,
secretary.

inside today
One Section - 12 Pages
The county's two football teams split last night Murray winning and Calloway County losing. Murray
topped Reidland 16-0 while Calloway County's junior,
varsity lost to nearby Marshall County. For complete
recaps of both football games see today's sports
section.

partly
cloudy •
A

Mrs..Nonna- Sue;mith of Murray.
noiriles teacher at Reidland
ie-o
High School, was recently installed as
president-elect of the Kentucky
--e Association of Home Economics
Teachers V the state conference held at
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green
Mrs. Smith has taught home
economics at Reidland High School for
17 years with the exception of one year
when she taught at Murray State

University. She alma_ servez,- as_.A....
supervising teacher for the Murray
State home economics department.
Mrs. Smith is involeed in several
professional organizations at the
regional, state and national level,
having served in various capacities.
The year she taught at Murray State
she was co-directoe of a research
project dealing with "Effective
Affective Behavioral Objectives." She
presented the research at three

nationalmeetings, the National Council ----The --forlaident-elecl will
be
of Family Relations in St. Louis, the
representing the state association of 69e
American Vocational Association
home 'economics teachers at the
meeting in New Orleans, and the
American Vocational Association's
American - Home
Economics
meetinp in Dallas, Texas, in December
Association in San Antonio, Texas. •
Mrs. Smith was a 1976 finalist in the
Home Economics Teacher of the Year
Award given annually by the Kentucky
riorne ELoriomics Association trld
Family Circle magazine.

Mrs. Smith residis with her husband,
Richard Smith, and three children,
Terry. Gaye and David, on Route 8,
Murray. They attend the University
Church of Christ.

today's index
•

Partly eloncly-arici wavm
Highs in the low to mid 80s.
Increasing cloudiness and a bit
warmer tonight.'Lows in the mid
60s. Partly sunny with highs in
the upper 80s Sunday. Winds, 'e
southeast 10 miles an hour today
Light southerly tonight and
southwest 10 miles an hour
Sunday
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Let's Stay Well

F..rk

Many Persons Visit Homes
In Area; Persons Are Ill
By Mrs. R. D. Key
August 22, 1978
Mrs. Coy Wiggins of Cuba
asked me last week to write
the
to
news
more
She said she
newspaper.
enjoyed reading about all
the people in Jones Mill and
North Fork community as
she lived here several years
ago. So many people read a
lot of things in the paper
that otherwise they would
never know.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Marshall of Paris, Tenn.,
visited Mr. and Mrs Douglas
Vandyke and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Tuesday4_.-- Mrs. Allen
Mr, and
Grooms and baby, Mrs.
Nikki Crane and children
from Detroit. Mich., and
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Harding Jenkins on Saturday.
Mrs. Judy Pistilli and,
children. Pam and Steve,
from New Jersey visited Mr_
and Mrs. Charles Paschall
last week. While here they
visited in the homes of the

R. D. Keys, Warren Sykes,
and Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Mr. , and Mrs. George
Whitford and baby of Nashville, Tenn. spent the
weekend with the Charles
Paschalls.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Hill
visited Mrs. Sajiie Bucy on
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs.
Frances
Deering of .00
,
roit, Mich.,
came here for a -visit with
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and ,etlier
relatives. Mr. Deering was
and
was
taken
ill
at
Murrayhospitalized
Calloway County Hospital
for a week. He was taken
home on Saturday.
Mrs Holice Grooms visited
Mrs. Laveda Orr in Mayfield
on Sunday while Mr. and
Mrs.
Enloe
Tarkington
visited Mrs. Vera Cobb in
the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Goyim
Morris, and Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Paschall visited Mrs.
Jessie Paschall on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins were supper guests
of the Morris Jenkins family
on Sunday.
Visitors in to see Douglas

Thursday, Friday IL Saturday
11:40
at the

Am.Gr.7:45+ 25 Fri.,Sat
Roller - 9:25 Only

Chemical Abortions
In The Future?

Vandyke last week were
Bro. James rhelps, Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mr.
and Mrs R. D. Key, Mitch
Sykes, Mrs. Terry Sills, Mrs.
Mark Paschall, Mrs. Clara
Paschall, Dolphus Brannon,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
and Mrs. Nellie Jobe and
Wanda. Mr.
daughter,
Vandyke's condition shows
no improvement and he is
confined to his bed.
R. D. Key was in Paris,
Tenn., Monday for a check
up with his doctor. Reports
were that he was doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Edison
Nance
Mrs. John
and
Fletcher visited the Ruben
Fletcher family on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
of Nasvhille, Tenn., and Bro.
and Mrs Glynn Orr and
Miss Cathey Varie Harrell
boys, Rickie and Brian,
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
visited the Glynn'Orr family
in Puryear,- Tenn., over the Cathey Marie Harrell to Joseph L. Tierney, son of Mrs.
Betty Tierney of Chesterton, Ind., and Lawrence Tierney,
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt has been announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
and Ginger, and Bro. and Harrell, 1517 40th Avenue Court, Rock Island, Ill.
Miss Harrell is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Glynn Orr and Rickie
and Brian visited Mr. and Alvin Harrell of Murray Route Eight and the late Mr.
•
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mr. and and Mrs. Herman Cathey of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Rock Island High
Mrs. Warren Sykes on
School, attended Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, Ill., and
Saturday.
Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie is employed by Pella Window Co., Inc., Rock Island, Ill.
Mr. Tierney, a resident of 3110 912 Street, Rock Island,
of
Hopkins
and
Mike
Chicago, Ill., spent last week Ill., graduated from Chesterton High School and attended
with Mr. and -Mrs. Taylor the Moody Bible Institute. He is also employed by the
Owen and Mr. and Mrs. Pella Window Co., Inc., at Rock Island.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 9, at
Rufus Hopkins.
Mrs. Fannie Jacksom of the Bethany Baptist Church, Moline, Ill. A reception will
Paris, Tenn., visited Mr. and follow in the church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the
Mrs. R. D. Key on Thurwedding and the reception.
sday.
Bro. and Mrs. Hattie Cook
of Benton spent Thursday
with Mrs. Sadie Bucy and
attended the revival at the
Church
at
Methodist
Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr,
and son, Terry, and Miss .
Lisa Robertson were dinner
gAsts. of
Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Sunday.
Mrs. Sue Weaver, Kern
and Ritchie, from Ohio are
here visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones. Mrs. Weaver,
Mrs. Hilda Orr, and Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Morris visited
DEAR ABBY: I am heartsick about my daughter. She
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. 33, attractive, popular and well educated, but to ge to the
point, I am ashamed of the fact that she is living with a man.
Paschall is much better, is
Whenever I ask her if she plans to marry him, she insists
back at her home now, and
marriage is not important to her and she is very happy
that
was able to be at church on
with things as they are. iAbby, how can she be happy?)
Sunday after an absence of
She has a good position and so has he, and I imagine that
four months.
they share expenses. I can't understand why they don't get
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
married.
Workman and Mr. and Mrs.
Abby, I am just a normal mother who wants to see her
Orfield Byrd visited Mrs. daughter happily married with a family.
I want to die when my friends ask me about her. And I'm a
Sadie Bucy on Sunday.
wreck trying to keep it fxom the relatives. She was raised in
Mrs. Clara Paschall and
a good Christian home, went to Sunday school and church
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
regularly, and had good examples to follow. I don't know
Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas
where she got these loose, immoral ideas.
Vandyke on Sunday.
How do pacents coPeVial situation like this?
SICK AT HEART

COOKING
IS FUN

With additionalotiyina icenei

By FJL Blasingame MD

Q. Ms. N. H. writes to
ask whether research
itudies show that a do-ityourself abortion may be
developed within the next
few years. She says that
she thinks she has read
recently that such a development is likely.
A. You are probably referring to the experimental
uses of prostaglandins or a
chemical modification of
them.
Prostaglandins are complicated substances that
occur normally in the body
and influence cell behavior
in ways which are not yet
fully understood.
One form of the prostaglandins (PGF2-alpha)
causes the smooth muscles
of the uterus to contract.
According to a report in
the Chicago Tribune some
months ago, the Upjohn
Company in Kalamazoo,
Mich., has developed a
synthetic chemical derived
from this prostaglandin,
and this new compound
has been successful in animal studies. It induces
abortion in early pregnancies.
The synthetic compound
is placed in a suppository
and inserted into the vagina. The chemical is absorbed and causes the
uterus to contract and induces the start of bloody
menstrual flow. An early,
fertilized egg' would be
washed out of the uterus
with the menstrual fluid.
If the animal tests continue to be satisfacotry,
clinical tests will be
started in a limited number of medical centers to
test the safety and effectiveness of these suppositories in women. If such tests

are successful for three or
tour years, suppositories
may be used more widely
by physicians. Perhaps at
a later time such suppositories may be available for
self-use by women. Such
availability will be a number of years in the future.
As you may know, a
similar drug is now available to induce labor later
in pregnancy (second
trimester), but has to be
administered by a physician.
Popping Joints When Exercising
Q. Mr. S. B. says that he
often experiences repeated
popping sounds in one of
his hips and one of his
knees when he takes his
exercises. He asks whether
he should stop his exer-

The Elvehjem Art Center at.
the University of WisconsinMadison has been awarded a
National Endowment for the
Humanities grant of 8149,512 to
support an exhibition of Norwegian art. The exhibit is scheduled to open Nov.,5, 1978.

cise.s for fear of harming
his joints. He also wants to
know if any treatment is
needed now to prevent any
later trouble.
A. Stich popping or other
joint noises are usually
harmless as long as no
discomfort or swelling is
associated.
The sounds are due to the
joint capsules or the movement of tendons Over the
joints.
Continue with your exercises. No treatment is '
needed, and the popping is
not the foreshadowing of
any future trouble. Should
pain or swelling appear,
however, you should seek
help. Judging from your
description, they are unlikely to occur from your
exercises.
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SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS
SUNDAY:1 P.M. TO 5 P.M.
MONDAY'10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

'L.

DEAR SICK: Parents are not responsible for the actions
of their grown children. Please get over the notion that you
owe friends and relatives an explanation for your daughter's
lifestyle. You don't.

newt Jhown 6eootei
SUNDAY BUFFET
Antipasto
Green Salad
TAsagne
Bread Sticks
Lathan Bread
Anise Cookies
Lemon Ice
ANTIPASTO

DEAR ABBY: I have a new daughter-in-law whom I
adore, but I wish she wouldn't work sohard to put on a fancy
dinner for Dad and me!
I think it's commendable that she waits everything to be
perfect, but she tries so- KIM to impress us with the most
complicated gourmet meals that I feel guilty knowing how
much trouble she has gone to.
I wouldn't hurt her feelings by offering to "help" her, but

You
hus
C .

The first 30 minutes after our arrival, she's in the kitchen
struggling with about six different kinds of hot hors
Thinly sliced Genoa
d'oeuvres. And all during dinner she is either in the kitchen
salami
or serving us.
Marinated artichoke
I wish I could tell her that if She's just throw some hamhearts
burgers on the grill, slice a few tomatoes, and open up a
- green
Olives, ripe or
quart of ice cream for dessert, we would love it!
Radishes
Elm how can I tell that dear young thing we'd rather have
Roasted red peppers
her company and simple food than a gourmet's delight?
Anchovies
RIVERSIDE
Arrange the salami in the
center of a serving plate; encircle with the artichoke . DEAR RIVERSIDE: You can't. And oddly enough, even
hearts, olives and radishes. At seam older, more experienced cooks need to learn that
two opposite ends arrange the guests want • host or hostess- not a ghost or ghostessl
Plain food served in a relaxed atmosphere is tar more enpeppers and top them with the
joyable than the most elegant gourmet feast presented by•
anchovies.
worn out. fretful, nervous wreck, who has obviously slaved
for hours.
•
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Plus
A PURSUIT THROUGH THE NATIONS GREATEST
AMUSEMENT PARKS.

'41111MIIK1111111
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One Week Only'

-Coming Up*foul Play
*The Return Of
The Pink Panthes

The Sean Vlensise Mese
towns • Tsai laugh, Cry Mil
Wove Wee A Good leeks
CHRISTOPHI k

TATUM

O'NEAL.PLUMMFY
ANTWINY

KAM T I

HOPIUNS • NEWMAN
te

n

sat 11

Late Sow Line Up
Capri • 11:40Fri. L Set
Norm PlassaSimesZAL.

DEAR ATTRACTED: I wouldn't presume to tell you
w
tpvitEiablY Pick the him over the respectable Wen.
butlf you are interested in finding out, try your local mental
health clink.
You say you can't afford co go to a psychietrist. I say you
can't afford to go on picking the bums over the niee guys.
You inay become disgusted, convince yourself that you don't
deserve anything better, snd marry one. •

&Mt Intsrtainnest II Or NW
I • 11:15 ,Ser.& sea.
List WILES!

is the word
['Is.

DEAR ABBY:I am a reasonably attractive, well balanced
young lady of 24, and I'm sure I could make some nice young
man a good wife, as well as a good mother to the children I'd
love to have. My problem is this: Given a choice between
two men with whospoio fall in love - a nice, respectable,
steadily employed man, or a good-for-nothing bum -I invariably choose the bum.
use.-deep -drrienjilive an
Can,yo_u_tell, me_ whyl-le
Onirmscious liking for abuse?(The bums take my money and
treat me badly.) Or could it be that I deliberately avoid the
good prospects because I really don't want to get married
yet'?
I am asking you because I can't afford to go to a
psychiatrist.
ATTRACTED TO BUMS

NMI
OAS III la
NIP
•••01111MOINII

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Toe 00." Send $I with a long,
self-addressed, stamped QS cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Leaky Drive, Beverly Hills Calif. 90212.

Instead of a hot steaming tub bath, take a short cool
shower. You'll use less hot water and ave money on
your electric bills.
Aft'd—s'aVe if you wash only full loads in the
dishwasher and automatic clothes washer. And fix
leaky faucets. A faucet dripping hot water will waste a
tubful of energy and money before you know it.
Remember, when you save hot water — you are
saving water and also the energy used to heat it.

ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
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Sunday, September 3
Union Ridge Cemetery
annual homecoming will be
held at Union Ridge Baptist
Church. Donations may be
sent to Harold D. Henson,
Route 5, Box 230, Benton,
Ky.

Sunday, September 3
Saturday, September 2
Descendants of Bob and
Seventh annual Kenlake
Arts and Crafts Festival will Rebecca Howard will hold a
open at ten a.m.in the area family reunion at Kentucky
north and west of the tennis Dam Park. Each one bring
basket lunch and yard
courts in the park.
chairs.
Land Between the Lake
activities will incllide nature
recording at Center Station
at eight a.m.; 1850's Fair
Day at The Homeplace 1850
from two to five p.m.; old
time country hoe down at
Empire Farm from 6:30 to
nine p.m.

Annual homecoming of
Land Between the Lakes will
be held at the Walter
Bilbrey place across from
the Buffalo pasture. Dinner
will be spread about 1:30
p.m.

Monday, September 4
Labor Day family caterred
barbecue dinner will be held
after the `4b.Arnble Golf
Tournamedz' at the Oaks
Country (rob. Persons may
sign up at the pro shop or
Land Between the Lake
call Mrs. Mike Morgan, 753activities will include slide 6112, or Mrs. Chuck Hulick,
show on birds at Center 753-0323.
Saturday, September 2
Square and round dancing Station at two p.m. and
tour
of
The
will be held at the Woodmen lantern
Groups of First Baptist
of the World Hall at 7:30 —Homeplace 1850- at 8:30 p.m. Church Women will meet as
p.m.
Second day of Arts and follows: Kathleen Jones with
Crafts Festival will start at Mrs. Stanford Andrus for
Gospel singing will be held ten a.m. at the area north potluck at six p.m. and
at the Locust Grove Church and west of the tennis courts Lottie Moon with Mrs.
George Colson at seven p.m.
of the Nazarene at 7:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Park.

annual "Super
Sixth
Show" will begin at four
p.m. at the New Providence
Riding Club with $2,800
guaranteed money.

Painting exhibit by Mary
Heckman will be shown at
Lakeland Parish Center,
Highway 68 and Big Bear
Road, Benton, from nine
—
a.m. to six p.m.
Dedication
of
Murray
State University's Harry Lee
Waterfield Library will be at
two p.m. with Attorney Ed
Norria-as-spealter,—
Disco dance with music by
"Jack Pot Jam", sponsored
by 20 Grand Club, will be
from nine p.m. to one a.m.
in Beshear Gym, Student
Center, Murray State.

URS
P.M.
P.M.

COMMUNITY
CAT ENDAR

Shower for the family of
Pat and Peggy Butterworth
and their four children,
Joey, Jeffrey, Melissa, and
-Melinda, who lost their
home and contents by fire
the
in
held
be
will
machinery shed on the farm
of Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth, Lynn Grove
Road, from two to five p.m.

Coldwater
United
Methodist Church Women
will meet at seven p.m. at
the church.
Tuesday, September 5
of
Department
Delta
Murray Woman's Club will
have a smorgasbord at 6:30
p.m. For information call
Mrs. A. C. Sanders, chairman of the hostesses.

Annual Darnall reunion
will be held at Kenlake State
of
Department
Kappa
Park with a basket dinner to
Murray Woman's Club will
be served at noon.
meet at the club house at
p.m. Note earlier time.
6:30
William H. Lynn family
reunion will be held at Paris
Christian
Landing State Park with a -Group II of First
meet at
CWF
will
Church
basket lunch to be served
at two
library
church
the
abuut noon.
p.m. with Mrs. Rupert
Hebert
Annual reunion of the late Parks and Mrs.
hostesses.
as
Farris
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Adams
will be held at Kenlake State
First United Methodist
Park at Aurora. All relatives
and friends are invited to Church Women will meet in
Hale Chapel of the church at
attend.
ten a.m. with executive
board meeting at nine a.m.
and coffee to be served at
9:30 a.m.

Captain D's

Labor Day
Value Pack

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Calloway County Farm
Bureau King and Queen
contest and variety show
contest will be held tonight.
Give the potato its due! A
four-ounce licitsd potstc supplies almost half the vitamin C
needed daily by an adult.
A nutmeg grater, either an
old-fashioned or new one, is fun
to have. Pass it when you serve
vanilla custard or bread pudding or a compote of cooked
fresh fruit.
Good pick-up: whirl ripe banana and milk in an electric
blender and top with a grating
of nutmeg.

IN, wilt Ipoit.nq Captnin t) s

Captain

Er

itor.

involving romance will be
rewarded. You can give the
situation a gentle nudge
without arousing resentment.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 231
Tendencies are generally
toward impulsiveness,.so be
on guard. Act only after
considerable thought on
anything that can be called a
scheme.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Stick to
your guns,
especially if educational
matters are involved, and
don't be bothered with offbeat
routes that will lead you
nowhere.
LIBRA
i Sept 24 to Oct. 23) —
Tact is called for in dealing
with family and friends, and
put old quarrels out of your
mind. Others should come

IQcg

ni)t t.

119ii
.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Cloth Pictures
Add A NEW Decorating
Touch Tb Your Office,
Classroom or Home
.14,•

-*es.

46,

VAr$40 6AldiEt4
753-0317
1914 Coldwater Rd.
Open Monday through Saturday 10 4-111--5 p.m.

YOU BORN TODAY are
optimistic and have a
generally happy outlook on
life. Depression is not a
normal part of your makeup.
That is because you enjoy
contact with other people. You
have an appreciation for the
new and the foreign, both of
which 'Inspire you to travel
and make any career with
international influences
particularly favored. Entertainment, law and other
outgoing occupations will
satisfy as well. Try to avoid
neglecting old acquaintances
in pursuit of new ones.

_ .
but are not afraid to travel. In
career, any occupation that
involves contact with the
public is particularly suitable.
You can be a fine salesman if
you have confidence in your
wares. If there is no creativity
in your work, try to find a
hobby that will provide and
outlet for your artistic talent.
Your idealistic nature occasionally lets you put too
much trust in someone who
cannot live up to your standards.

The Land Bank
...money to keep
agriculture strong__

Mrs. Edwards
Is Honored At
Birthday Dinner

The Land Bank is owned and operated
by the people who use it...farmers and
ranchers like yourself. Land Bank people
speak your language. You can count
on them to understand your long-term
credit needs.

Mrs.Eunice Edwards
was honored with a dinner
at Reelfoot Lake on

Saturday, August 26, in
celebration of her eightyfourth birthday.
Joining Mrs. Edwards
for dinner at the Lake
were Mrs. Fairra McCallon, Mr. and Mrs.
Garcia Ray, Bob and
Rita
Vickie,
Miss
Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs.
Vester Crouse, Tony and
Sue Ann, Mr. and Mrs.
William (Bill) McCallon,
Jeff and Sherry, all of
Mayfield;
Edwards,
Rice
Kevil,Mrs. Doris Jones
and 'Jason Jones, and
Mrs. Inez Edwards. of
Paducah.
Joining the group later
at the park area were
Miss Vivian Adams, of
Coldwater, Mr and Mrs.
Herman Edwards, Cuba,

302 North 7th
Mayfield, Ky.

and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey

Edwards,of Mayfield.

You come to a conclusion,
and it is likely to irritate
someone close. Consider
carefully before you act or a
relationship may become
strained.

uq

GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Confusion in the early part
of the day will right itself
without your intervention, so
look forward to a pleasant
afternoon and evening for
socializing.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
A mutual friend can help
YOU renew an old tie that you
regret having had broken, but
it looks more platonic than
romantic.

e

SEND PART OF
MURRAY TO SCHOOL
WITH THEM!

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
The grass is always
greener, or so they say, but
take a look at your own side of
the fence and you'll realize
how lucky you are.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A good day to enjoy family
ties, distant as well as immediate. A surprise phone call
could cause elation.
LIBRA
11.4n
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Follow the plans you have
made for the day even though
they may not be convenient
now. A little effort pays off
SCORPIO
m •-ace*
_
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Chances are you will run
into someone unexpectedl

xir4,1;)

New Designs—BrightlyColored—

(Feb.
eb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Stars indicate some activity
along romantic lines, and it
could very well be an old
flame who is the contact.

FOR MONDAY,SEPT EMBER 4, 1978

You might like to add a little
There is a slight possibility
ground ginger to pie-crust mix
that the situation could be
when you are going to use the
embarrassing.
pastry for apple pie.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov, 23 to Dec. 21)
Be on the alert for any opportunity to add Ifs-collection
that you have for a hobby. The
Pickings should be especial"
good.

Good 9.1

around with a little considerate treatment

SC°. P
(CictR
24"j
to Nov. 22)
A project that you initiated
threatens to bog down unless
you continue to give it your
attention. Think over the
ARIES
details and ways to smooth its
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
operation.
Keep your head as those
SAGITTARIUS
around you become concerned
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3°9
over events. Their distracDistribute your energies as
tions can only impede your
changes, the order of the day,
progress in working out a
occur around you. Avoid
solution.
arguments where finesse will
TAURUS
help achieve your ends.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 6.CCO
CAPRICORN
A unique idea can be
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)yIIT
developed with just the inStatus quo should be
spiring touch that only you can
maintained in most situations
give it. Heavy spending should
until circumstances clarify
not be included.
themselves, and act with
GEMINI
reserve where situations force
May 22 to June 21)
decisions.
Money matters tempt you to
AQUARI1JS
take a chance, and if your
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
judgment is as good as usual,
Drawn out discussions
you might well come out a
prove fruitless since you are
winner.
not in the mood to take any
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 8
1
0 advice. As usual, you'll live
and learn.
Your patience in a matter

ARIES

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at the lodge
hall at seven p.m.

You get 12pieces of fish,
8Southern style
hush puppies,a pint of
creamycole slaw,and
plenty of golden
brown french fries.
Au Reg.$6.49
for $549
only

Frances Drake

Ellis Center will be open (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
Do your best at home,and if
for activities by the Murray a crisis arises, maintain
Senior Citizens: Lunch will equilibrium, perspective and
be at noon with band humor.
practice and shuffleboard at TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
one p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Tuesday, September 5
Annie Armstrong Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at ten a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Ray Moore.

Carraway Family
Reunion, Hazel Center

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 3, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

SUMMER SUPPER
Cold Cuts
Potato Salad
Carrot Sticks rolled in Lettuce
Blueberry Fritters
POLISH POTATO SALAD'
When we tested this recipe
we found that long chilling
The family of the late John Coleman McKeel, Mr. and brought out the apple flavor.
W. Carraway held a reunion at Mrs. Dan McKeel and Scott, 6 large potatoes
the Hazel Community Center Mr. and Mrs. Mark Parker,
cup mayonnaise
on Sunday, August 13. A plate James B. Curd, Carrie B. 1 apple
lunch was served at 1:30 p.m. Curd, Mrs. Roy Folsom and
2 stalks celery, cut fine
Those attending from Deidra and Mrs. Ada Farris. 1 dill pickle, chopped fine
Murray and Calloway County
Those attending from out-of- 1 tablespoon parsley,
minced
were:
town were:
tablespoon fresh dill,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Enix,
Mr.and Mrs. Euin Hale, Mr. 1
chopped
Chrysta Enix, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert Sullivan, 't cup sour cream
Dick Sykes, Mrs. David Paducah, Jim Farris, Lori 3 tablespoons vinegar
Harmon, James Harmon, Fan-is, Laura Farris, Far- 1 teaspoon salt
Mrs. Gobel Scarbrough, Doris mington, Mrs. Cordelia Cook potatoes in boiling salScarbrough, Mr. and Mrs. Farmer, Mr.and Mrs. Jimmie ted water until tender. Peel and
Buddy Scarbrough, Mr. and D. Farmer and Candy, dice. While still warm, add
Mrs. Burie Waldrop, Leo Memphis, Tenn.; Mr. and mayonnaise and allow to chill
Can-away, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mrs. Max Orr, Missy and thoroughly in refrigerator. To
Pat Carraway, Lisa, Tony and Keith, Amy Floyd, Gleason, the chilled potatoes, add peeled
and diced apple and remaining
Tracy Carraway, Mr. and Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Walden ingredients.Chillbefore
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Cadiz;
Mrs. Noby Carraway and Adams,
serving. From "Treasured PolAmy, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darrell Hargrove, Buchanan, ish Recipes for Americans"
Carraway and Stephanie, Tenn.; Dawnean Farris, Polanie Club, Minneapolis,
Vickie Conaway, Mr. and Marietta, Ga.
Minn.)
Mb. Steve CarraWay and
Craig, Mr.and Mrs. Odell Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Humphreys, Vicki and Beth
Humphreys, Mr. and Mrs.
Durward Bennett and Cindy,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Orr, Phillip
and Tommy Orr, Jane Orr,
Ron Orr, Mr. and Mrs.

Going away to college is a thrilling experience in
any students life, but it is also a time of unfamilar
faces, and far away places. We at the Murray Ledger
and Times have a way for the college student in
your life to take a little bit of Murray with them. Just
fill out the convenient coupon below and he or she
will be able to keep up with day by day accounts of
whats happening with friends and family in Murray.
For just $27.95 you can send 9 mo. of the Murray
Ledger and Times to your student. . . the closest
thing to home.

C0UPON

1.06

( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Someone is not enthusiastic
about your proposals for
recreation. Be firm but gentle
and they should come around
-AQUARIUS
••••••
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Solar influences are good for
any undertaking around
home. Try a new project or
Invite friends over.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An educational opportunity
is at hand and you would be
wise to consider taking advantage of It.
YOU BORN TODAY are
able to take life in stride and
make the best of it. You are
unusually faithful in keeping
vows and promises, and
others know thatyou will not
do anything underhanded. The
Virgo-born love their homes

Name Of Student
School
Street_ _

City

State

Zip

Coupon Must Be Enclosed
With 27.95 To Cover 9 mo. mail
subscription to student. All subscriptions pd. in advance

,

For More Informatiin
Contact T.P. Delaney, Jr.
Circulation Dept. 153-1916
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Looking Back
10 I ear- kg()
Electonics Technician Third Class
Dennis N. Clark, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lurie Clark, is serving aboard
the radar picket destroyer escort, USS
Camp, off the coast of South Vietruun.
Deaths reported inlude Mrs. Evelyn
M. Gibbs, age 72, and Mrs. Carrie
Allison White.
James W. Thurmond has been named
as manager of the Drive In Branch of
the Bank of Murray following the
Dunn.
retirement of Luther
Miss Ellen Dorothy Major, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William S. Major, was
married to James William Henry Self
on Aug. 31 at St. Paul's Episcopal
Cherch, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Jerry Speight. son of Mr, and Mrs.
Harold Speight, is now a teacher in the
Art Department of Somerset Community College, a division of the
University of Kentucky at Somerset.

L

20 Year, Ago
James D. Starks, Machinist's Mate
First Class, USN,is serving aboard the
destroyer, USS Davis. a unit of the
Atlantic Fleet at Boston, Mass.
Deaths reported include Rufus B.
Orr, age 84.
Army PFC Lane W. Duncan recently
participated with the 8th Division's 9th
Infantry in combat efficiency training
tests in Germany.
Murray's All Star baseball team
outlasted stubborn Clinton on the
Qinton diamond yesterday. Tommy
Wells and Joe Mike/ were the pitchers
for Murray. Other Murray players
included Stout, Shroat, Alexander,
McClure, Billington, Cathey, and E.
Wells.
The Murray State College football
practice got under way yesterday with
76 men reporting for the first drills,
according to Head Coach Jim CuRiven.
The Rev. Louis Joiner is the
evangelist at the revival meeting now
in progress at the-Cole's Camp Ground
Methodist Church.

Fourteen road projects in Calloway
County were let by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court on Aug. 27.
Callie Hale, tax commissioner, has
been selected by the State Campaign
Committee as Democratic campaign
chairman for Calloway County in the
coming November election.
Deaths reported include M. A. Clark,
age te, James R. Usrey, age 62, infant
Dick child, Mrs. Nancy Jane Edmonds,
age 63, and Mrs. Elbert Lassiter.
J. H. Pittman has been appointed
game warden of the Second District
which includes Calloway County by the
Fish and Game Commission.
The Confederate Veterans of
Calloway County and Henry County,
Tenn., will-hold their annual meeting on
Sept. 8. Speakers will include M. 0.
Wrather, P. P. Pullen, R. H. Pigue,
Lawrence Cooper, Hon. W. Voris
Gregory, and Gov. T. C. Rye.
Dr. D. F. McConnell of Fort Worth,
Texas, will speak in a union service of
the First Christian and First Methodist
Churches on Sept.2 at the latter church.
Annie Gatlin, Desiree Beak, and
Oneida Wear went to Paducah to join a
boat excursion to Florence, Ala.
Officers of Homemakers Clubs in
Calloway County include the following:
Lynn Grove-Mrs. B. W. Story, Mrs.
Guy Rudd, Mrs. F. B. Crouch, Mrs:
Harvey Ford, and Miss Manor
Crawford; Broach-Mrs. Nell Armstrong, Mrs. Beatrice Armstrong, Mrs.
Addie Murdock, and Mrs. Tam Murdock; New Concord-Mrs. Essie
Blalock, Mrs. C. A. McCuiston, Miss
Erin Montgomery, and Miss Bettie
Patterson.

Mort Greenstone, past district
governor of District 163 in West Tennessee, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Deaths reported include -Early Owen
Raspberry, age 39.
s
Staff Sgt. James Claud Wilson of
Castle Air Force Base, California, will
attend the Information and Education
Conference at the University of
See is Item

• uwiividosal writer in a column or

tir...ellfteetessiat Sept. 15 to It.

County.
Bill Ross, son of Mr and Mrs. Herman Ross, has accepted a position as
. advertising manager of the Dodge City
Journal, weekly farm publication in
Dodge City,- Okla.
Miss Claire Fenton, daughter of
Harry Fenton and the late Mrs. Fenton,
was married to John Vincent Resig, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Resig of
Altoona, Pa., on Sept. 1 at St. Leo's
Catholic Church, Murray. '
'Calloway

40 Years_Ago
Calloway County Superintendent of
Schools T. C. Arnett said 1,322 students
enrolled in the county's seven high
schools on Aug. 29. Of these 370 were
high school and 952 in the first eight
grades at Almo, Kirksey, Faxon, Lynn
Grove, Hazel, New Concord, and
Coldwater.
Deaths reported this week include
Lee Wells, L. A. Holland, age 67, Bury
C Veal, age 63, P. D. Wilson, age 25,
and Robbie Mae Walker.
Sheriff Ira Fox and Deputy Charlie
Marr confiscated a three barrel still
and destroyed 10 barrels of mash about
a mile from Center Ridge School on
Aug. 28. They also destroyed another
still on Sne Creek on Aug 30.
Virginia Jrvan, county health nurse,
will give typhoid fever shots to students
at county chooLs during next week.
A sevee wind and rainstorm
damaged roperty east of Murray on
Aug. 26.
Ms. and Mrs. Will Ray were honored
an their golden wedding anniversary on
Aug. 21 with a dinner at their home
Four generations were present for the
event.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Williams on
Aug. 28 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs Roy
Weatherly on Aug. 25.
Perry B. Cothams5f Oklahoma will be
the speaker at the gospel meeting at the
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50 Years Ago

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a akrum for the free
ering opinions.
exchange of
We at The Murray Ledger at
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an

30 Years Ago

„

Hazel Church of Christ starting Sept. 4.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
'Love Finds Andy Hardy" starring
Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Judy
Garland, Fay Holden. and Cecilia
Parker.

I

• other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

4,ttAgstc11:Lri
WHAT'S
. THE
DiFERENCE
tiETwEEN
LEISURE
LAZINESS?
WRITE TO POLITICIANS'
As a service to our readers, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sea. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
..
-Sen. Wendell H.Ford •
•
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C.20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep.Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Herne
ad.dresies Of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sea.ftietairrd•Weisea1=1^
itOtifAT7--Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Echoes From The Past it, Sod% 'lateen
1.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stones and famil•- notes.)

History Of Lynn Grove

-RARJovoi4
cor•KzEss
!!

This week I am going to print a for various reasons, for we had the best
history of Lynn Grove which was sent to. general store in these parts. It was
and Kings.
a me when I requested a short history of owned by the Storys
The Lynn Grove Milling Company
that community. It was written by
was started by Charles N. Crawford in
twelve year old Mark Cooper. I also
received another one, which I will in- 1900. The Lynn Grove Bank was
founded in 1910. Smith Routen was its
clude next week.
largest stockholder, with $1100 in stock
in
the
year
was
founded
Lynn Grove
1871 by Lilburn C. Linn. He started a - quite a large sum of money in those
down in 1920
merchandise business this same year days. The bank
because of fire. Many merchants were
and later applied for a post office. In
in business in Lynn Grove through the
1872-he was appointed postmaster and
years, but H. C. Lawrence, E. E.
the Postal Service named the office
and F. B. Douglass and
Douglass,
after him.
Gordon Crouch were in business longer
The . history of Lynn Grove is
than-the others.
somewhat uncertain for the next few
The Crouch brothers were in the Lynn
years, but one thing is certain, that the
Mill for about 50 years. H. C.
Grove
area around Lynn Grove at this time
Lawrence was in the merchandise
and
trees
was
very
of
thick
growth
13 George Hackett
business for about 40 years. E. E.
forest, so there was not many people
Douglass was in business for about 30
living there.
years. Harvey E. Ford was in business
The post office was discontinued after
for many years, as was Bun Swann and
a few years and it's not certain whether
Kenton Miller, but Donald Crawford
there was a store in the community at
and Hilton Williams have been in
this time. A few years later, the post
business longer than anyone in Lynn
office was again established and for
Grove. Curtis Neal was the only
some reason the community was called
mechanic for many years and for some
Leonville (my comment: this was for
he was a barber. H.F. Rogers and
time,
Leon Blythe, who had a store there).
Luck Burt were in the delivery service
The new post office was again closed
for many years. W. B. Howard and W.
and the people of Leonville picked up
generation to generation," he conG. Miller served as cashiers for the
their
mail
in
Murray.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP - Got a. tinued-Lynn Grnve Bank during its operation.
To
the
compicture
of
get
a
true
Some
of
these
practices
have led to
cold? Try one of these remedies and
The community was served by four
munity,
conditions
must
be
economic
scientific advances and Feintuch
you may be surprised by the results.
doctors at different times - Dr.
considered.
The
seventies
bad
mentioned
the
drug
digitalis as an
Bake your feet before the fire before
Scholes, Dr. Charles N. Crawford, C. H.
years in southwestern Kentucky. Most
example. "It is derived from foxglove,
going to bed, and run around the house
Jones, and Dr. Mason.
poor
settlers
were
very
of
the
early
a
longstanding
medication for heart
three times barefooted in the snow.
Salem church has maintained a place
standards
of
when
measured
by
the
ailments."
Take a pint of vinegar, a slice of
worship in the community longer
of
1874,
there
was
little
today.
In
the
year
When
traditions
erode, they may
bacon, and a goodly amount of black
than
any other group since 1848. Other
month
of
or
no
rain
in
this
area
from
the
bring on health-related problems.
pepper, mix together, and apply to the
groups
in the conununity have been
November,
and
May
to
of
the
month
"In
Mexico, there has been a tenaffected parts.
since 1906 on a regular basis,
meeting
farms.
Had
almost
nothing
grew
in
the
dency to change from the use of cornSelect a sack of fine cut tobacco, a
and
prior
to this date several different
it
not
been
for
an
early
Irish
potato
meal
and
lime water, in tortillas, a
package of raisins, and a cup of lard.
met
in the schoolhouse from
groups
crop,
the
Leonville
might
people of
staple dietary item,to the use of refined
When the solution is cool, add a large
time.
to
time
have
starved.
Most
families
were
flour. This has caused nutritional
spoon of boric acid.
The school was built about 1900; it
forced to live on potatoes, wild game,
"These cures, and_others -like them, deficiencies.
a grade school until it was
was
corn,
and
biscuits,
if
they
"
were
-for"Generally, however, it is easier to
work between 25 and 50" percent of the
upgraded to a high school, which was a
tunate enough to have a -little corn or
change
behavior
thim
it
is
to
change
time,- said Burt Feintuch, who teaches
great honor to the people of Lynn
wheat. With this very limited diet all
belief."
a course in folk medicine once a year at
Grove. Marvin Wrather was the first
kinds
of
diseases
came
about,
making
a
Feintuch,
a
University
of
PennWestern Kentucky University.
principal, but Buron Jeffrey held the
lot of people very ill. Not too many
"Folk medicine exists in all sylvania graduate.-began teaching his, businesses could be expected to flourish
position for the longest time. Today the
course
four
years
ago
at
Western, one
cultures,- he said. "In many societies.
has been changed into apartschool
under
such
circumstances.
Many
of the few schools in the country ofincluding the United States, it is closely
ments since the county combined their
businesses
were
forced
to
leave,
thus
fering
graduate
training
in
folklore.
related to religion.
school with other schools.
forcing people to leave also.
His students it the Center for • "The idea is catching on," he said. "I
Like all small rural conununites,
A
few
log
cabins
were
built
in
this
know
of
at
least
one medical school
Intercultural and Folk Studies examine
Lynn
Groue had a blacksmith shop.
but
by
the
time
most
community,
which is teaching folk medicine.
such phenomena as faith healing and
Charlie
Madden and Guy Rudd and his
settlers
arrived
sawmills
were
He
defines
it as "those attitudes and
spiritualism.
brother Henry were in the shop at
operating and box houses were very
practices
concerning
health
which
exist
"So long as there is a standard
different periods of time.
popular. They were of frame conacademic approach to health, there will independently of the academic
Today Lynn Grove is a small,
struction with one inch thick boards for
establishment."
be alternatives to that approach,"
agricultural
community with about SOO
the
outside
walls.
The
roof
was
covered
At
one
time, most families had their
Feintuch said. -A doctor is the last
living
within half a mile of the
people
with
thinly
cut boards known as
own remedies for just about any
resort for some people.post
office.
Only
one rural route went
shingles
Almost
all
of
the
tobacco
problem
that arose. Some were worse
They may ignore the problem, hoping
out from the post office and the carrier
barns were of log construction and
that
the
ailment.
And
Heaven
must
it will go away, attempt to treat it
was Joel A. Crawford for about 35
some are still standing today.
themselves, or consult a specialist have bee,n watching over the babies
years. James R. Miller served for
In January, 1886, Key and -Kelly
who
came
down
with
colic.
other than a physician.
several years after Crawford retired
started a general store and James W.
The recommended treatment:
"Research shows that a segment of
Unlike many small communities,
Key was appointed postmaster. Linn
"Stand
the
sick
person
on
his
head
and
the public has a strong faith in these old
Lynn Grove has eight active
Grove,as it was called at that time, was
shake
him."
fashioned cures, handed down from
businesses, the largest being .the Lynn
then changed to Lynn Grove, named
Grove Feed and Seed Co., next the Lynn
after the founder, Lilburn Linn. The
Grove Egg Company, then the Lynn
name of the community has not been
Grove Apartments,' which was made
changed since.
from the old Lynn Grove School. LYNN
Lynn Grove was now on its way,from
GROVE IS A VERY GOOD HOME
1886 to 1926, to becoming a great asset
TOWN.
to all the people living close by and even
Thank you, Mark Cooper, for-a very
some people far away. From
well done history of your home town.
everywhere people came to Lynn Grove

closed
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LRC Approves Panel
To Study Compensatithi
By HERBERT SPARROW
Aswaciated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - There
will be two legislative groups studying
the complex workmen's compensation
situation after the Legislative Research
Commission Friday reversed an earlier
move.
The LRC voted to approve creation of
a subcommittee of the Interim Labor
and Industry Committee to study workmen's compensation, while also leaving
intact its own special subcommittee on
the subject.
The LRC, at its August meeting, had
refused to approve the Labor and
Industry subcommittee in the midst of
a jurisdictional dispute between that
committee and the Banking and,
Insurance Committee.
Banking and Insurance wanted
control over workmen's
transferred to it. The LRC agreed it had
no authority to change jurisdiction over
workmen's compensation between
sessions, but did vote to set up the
special subcommittee as a compromjse
move.
The special subcommittee will be
composed of two members each from
the Labor and Industry, Banking and
Insurance and Judiciary-Statutes
Committees/rart wilt be headed by Rep;
Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo
The Labor and Industry Committee
strongly objected to the action, particularly in view of a letter from LRC
Executive Director Vic Hellard to
Labor and Industry Committee CoChairman Rep. Jim Yates, DIouisville
ich left the impression
that Yates' conliI11tteeou1d not study
workmen's compensatn while the
special subcommittee was in operation.
However, Clapp said he felt there had
been a misunderstanding.
"We discussed it thoroughly at the
last meeting and we agreed we didn't
havt_thg. authority to take the
jurisfliktion over workmen's compensation away from Labor and
Industry," Clapp said. •
"We just. formed the special subcommittee to help," he said.
The special subcommittee will

compensation

remain in effect and Sen. Georgia
Powers, D-louisville, co-chairman of
Labor and Industry, said she hoped it
would work in conjunction with her
committee's group.
In addition to Clapp, the special
workmen's
compensation
subcommittee will include Sen. Frank
Miller, 13-Bowling Green and Rep. Jim
Bruce, D-Hopkinsville, from the
Banking and Insurance Committee and
Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-Covington and
Rep. Steve Wilborn, D-Shelbyville,
from the Judiciary-Statutes Cortirnittee.
Labor and Industry has not named its
two
to the subcommittee.
The Labor and Industry Committee
had agreed at a meeting prior to the
',RC meeting that it did have the
authority to study the question as a
whole, without a subcommittee.
But Sen. Powers told the LRC the
subcommittee "will be very helpful to
the Labor and Industry Committee. We
have many members who have spent
many hours studying workmen's
compensation.
"We hope to bring a proposal to the
1980 General Assembly to reduce the
kiarn's- cumpunsation trF•
-cost of surance while at the same time increasing benefits," she said. "This is a
vital question for Kentucky."
At its Friday meeting, the Labor and
Industrytorrunittee agreed to ask the
American Association of State Compensation Funds to draft a proposed
model law for Kentucky„

representatives

Rep. Ron Cyrus, D-Greenun said the
association said it,. would seek to
eliminate any flaws contained in other
states' statutes that provide for workmen's compensation.
Cyrus said the bill draft could be used
as a working
torigratiotton to.
'Create such a fund in Itentiicity if the
committee decides to go that route.
The proposed model law would take
about two months to draft, according to
Cyrus, and the committee could begin
November meeting

model

studying it at its

By MARIA BRADEN
Coin Minns ell I 11 Con SUMer
Associated Press Writer

Savings Available
On Generic Drugs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - Consumers can reap substantial savings on
prescription medicine and over-the
counter drugs by using generic
products instead of brand-name drugs.
Kentucky state law requires pharmacists to substitute the lowest priced
"therapeutically equivalent" drug for a
higher-priced brand name product
prescribed by a doctor, unless the
doctor has specified no substitution.
The drug must be on a list approved
for substitution by the state's Drug
Formulary Council. Most major drugs
are now on the list.
Unless a physician has specified a
specific brand of a drug, substituting a
generic drug can save substantial
amounts of money: the label doesn't
affect the quality.
Irr many oases, .the • sarne
manufactured by a certain laboratory
sells for a different price depending on
the drug firtn that markets it.
A consumer may pay as much as $16
for a drug marketed by one drug house
under a heavily-advertised brand
name, and as little as $6 for an
equivalent drug selling under a different name.
Kentucky was the first state in the

produtt

Bible Thought
For the wages of sin is death: but the
gift of God is eternal life through Jesus
Obrist our lad. -Romans 1:23:"On earth no punishment is greater
than that of depriving a persqp of his
own life. Yet even daath is overcome by
Jesus Christ, who arose from the grave
and then gave us the promise of life.

•••••

nation to implement a generic drug
law, in 1972, and since then all but 10
states have repealed state laws forbidding substitution of generic drugs
But many people don't take advantage of the law - either because
they're not Aware of the benefits or
because they've been scared away by
advertising intended to discredit
generic drugs.
Consumers can also save money on
over-the-counter drugs
remembering that often the price is the only
difference in the drugs.
Take aspirin, for example. All aspirin
is the same, so there's no need to buy
the higher priced brands.
How many of Us reach automatically for the brand we've seen advertised on
television or in magazine; rather than
Mt-store brine Aspirin brandnames
are simply for marketing and ad- vertising purposes, and the only purpose they serve is to drive up the price.
The only exception in the case of
aspirin is aspirin compound, such as
those with buffers added, These
products vary depending on the
manufacturer.
Consumers can take advantage of
sales advertised by drug and discount
stores for medicines, vitamins and
other health products
The shelf life of drugs ift
given ors the label. If no shelf life is .
given, it's, safe to fisslinle that the
product will retain its potency for a
year or longer, state health' officials
say. But don't stock up on medicine and
expect it to last five or six years.
Vitamins also have a fairly long shelf
life, so you can purchase them in
quantity at sales.
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By /lamp Brooks Jr.
The emerging issue is one
so broad in spectrum that
fourwheelers make up only a
tiny part of it, but they; like
all others affected are apt to
wail long and loud. Our
attention- today focuses on
the vast amounts of landowned and oPerated by the
federal
government.
Theorectically, at
least,
that's supposed to be you
and me and the other folks
who pay takes plus the ones
who don't. Its our land. How
do we want to use it, and
how do we want other folks
to use it? That's the
question.

about every group of people
that enjoy the great out of
doors. Campers, hunters,
fishermen, hikers,, explorers,
birdwatchers, snowrnobilers,
motorcyclists, and a whole
host of others are included.
Wake up folks!
For instance you may be
unaware that the National
Park
Service
is
now
following
a
policy. of
maintaining ,only present
campgrounds for motorized
campers. Expansion plans
for campers limited to tents
only. Hey, that's great you
say; I own a tent. Sure.
Almost everybody has at one
time or the other. In the age
of greater affluence for most
folks the tendency has been
Literally
millions
and to
improve
that
tent.
millions of acres are inRapidly.
volved. In some states
Obviously we have a
virtually half the entire land
problem beginning to surarea is government owned.
face. With the advent of
In all states the amount is
more people using public
almost staggering. And the
land the number of bad
recourse
of
individual apples will
likely increase.
Americans to that land is The
prospect of finding a
rapidly shrinking, while the
fourwheeler, for example,
desire and means to Use it with
an utter and total
escalates at a terriffic pace.
disregard for all else save
For example. We have ten his own self, will increase.
times the number of four- Ninetynine aercent of all
wheelers today that we had folks who use the out-ofeight years ago. During the doors are just great. Its that
same eight
years, the one percent that really
percentage of that public stinks and they're stinkers
land vault open to four- anywhere you find them.
wheelers has shrunken to
Obviously, the easiest way
less than ten percent ' of for government officials to
what it used to be. We now have less trouble with people
have over one hundred times on public lands, is to keep
the use pressure on the the people out. And that is
allocated amounts.
the approach that has
The same thing is true to sometimes been used. It is
varying degrees with just aided by the assistance of a

well organized, and extremely well financed group
of die hard conservationists.
This group is small in
comparison to the numbers
of people involved in the
outdoor thing. Yet, iris their
voice and muscle which has
primarily influenced land
use concepts.
The question we raise is
this: Is the direction'being
taken presently .an appropriate response to the
real wishes of the many
folks who actually own the
land and support their
government?
You and I need to tell
Uncle Sam what we want.
Uncle is having an identity
problem anyway these days.
Aunt Busybody Big Spender
is-the emerging image and
our impression is that the
public is rapidly losing its
patience.
Today we have treated the
question. Without advancing
any answers. This matter of
concern will have no easy
answers that merit public
acceptance. We have done
some thinking on it to be
lure and in the next few
months you'll perhaps see
some of it in this column.
Frankly, we're not big
enough to fully register all
that's involved, and yet,
we're not little enough to
desire that our own selfish
wishes be the ultimate
outcome. We'd like to hear
from you.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING and yourself a fine old
week.
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Over the years that I've been in and around boats, I've been
impressed by the courtesy and nautical savvy displayed by most
boating people.
to react
They know their craft, how to use thseas..aod how the
rule,
know
titcy
short,
In
water.
the
sharing
boats
other
to
situations not
in
sense
common
apply
they
plus
"roadof the
covered by the book.

GOOD SAM CAMPOUT — Members of the Twin Lakers Good Sam Club held their
monthly campout at Paris Landing KOA Kampground on Aug. 18, 19, and 20, with Nix
and Margery Crawford as wagonmasters. Special games for both children and adults
along with swimming and a potluck dinner on Saturday night were held. John Bowker,
president, announced that the club will be responsible for the hospitality tent on
Saturday afternoon, Sept. 16, at the Campers Fair at Piney Campground. Members will
also participate in a special "beauty" contest at activities on Saturday night, Sept. 16.
Sunday morning devotional services were led by Crawford. Pictured prior to the dinner on Saturday evening were, left to right, front row, Eric Hogancamp, Kevin Kelly,
Greg Rogers, Ashley Thurman, Sean Kelly, Melissa Adams, Lori Rogers, Yvonne Jones,
Ellen Hogancamp; second row, Helen Hogancamp, Estelle Shelton, Carol Kelly, Beth
Wilson, Linda Rogers, Margery Crawford, Gale Adams, Jo Burkeen, Joan Love, Dortha
Jones; back row, Tom Hogancamp, John Bowker, T. G. Shelton, C. W. Jones, Carolyn
Lash, Ned Wilson, Myrtle Jordan, Dan Kelly, A.A. Doherty, Andy Rogers, Nix Crawford,
Winnie Love, J.B. Burkeen, and Hunter Love. Ray Lash, Kampground owner, was also a
guest at the dinner. The September campout will be held at Piney Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes Sept. 15, 16, and 17, with Hugh and Larue Wallace as wagonmasters.

The first bass tagging
program in Kentucky, was
started by the Murray Bass
Club about five years ago.
We were aware of the increase in ham fishing as a
sport and the more commercial tournaments being
Kentucky
held
and
in
Barkley Lakes. Ideas were
by
the
around
tossed
members, in an effort to
find a way to avoid losing
our bass population. It was

from the anglers it the
marina.
Next we tried raising
largemouth bass in private
ponds and releasing them in
Ky. Lake. It wasn't a total
loss but the program proved
to be to slow.
We tagged the small bass
with metal tags that carried
the name - Murray Bass
Club and a number stamped
into it.
The idea to use the tags
on tournament caught bass
was born to prove or
disprove a theory some of us
had. We felt that we could
prove to the Dept. of Fish ea
Wildlife and to the public
that properly handled bass
would live and strike lures
again. I have been doing
this research from the start
so I know what success has
been accomplished. The
main problem we have had
is getting local people to

report tagged fish when they
are caught. It is a simple
task to perform but a major
loss if it isn't done.
We
have
recorded
evidence the bass fight just
a little bit more after they
are relocated the first time.
In other words, a bass will
bite more readily and more
savagely after it has been
moved from its original
territory.
They also travel lOng
distances passing up some
very good structure along
the way. We don't know yet
if
they
are
returning
"home" but I will prove it
someday!
The Murray Bass Club
members will assist with the
crooked
Creek Research
next month in an effort to
further Or knowledge about
this tremendous fish, the
Black Bass!

Unfortunately, there's the occasional boater who seems
oblivious to. conditions and situations .effecting his own boat
and others. He's either very rude or ignorant of boating
rules and forces others to handle their boats defensively.
You've probably run into (hope-(ully not literally!) a few of
boating's small group of clowns. They usually start. their day
at the launchin* .ramp completely unprepared to launch.
thereby tieing up the ramp for others as they tend to details
which should have been handled back at home. Common
courtesy goes a long way early in the day.
Clowns disregard speed limits and no-wake signs in congested
areas. They pass other boat* where they shouldn't and when
they shouldn't. Some anchor to fish or loaf in busy channels.
Some water ski too close to shore or buzz other boats at high
speed.
There's really no excuse for unsafe boating, even for the
beginner. For those getting into the recreation, the best
investment is $10 for Chapman's "Piloting, Seamanship and
Small Boat Handling." It's the bible or waterway rules and
good practices.
In most areas, beginning boaters will find classes in navigation, boat handling, and boat safety taught by members of
the U.S. Power Squadron and the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary.
Not only is the information valuable, the classes are enjoyable.
Of course, all the boating books and classes in the world
won't help an indiv.idual who simply cares less, about courtesy
to others.

W'r

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 176,_,
also pointed out that the
tournaments would be held
somewhere near anyway so
we should take part and see
that an all out effort was
made to get the bass back
into the lakes alive and well.
Live wells pumping that
vital
became
olygen
mandatory in all tournament
boats.
The club also built a 1200
gallon holding tank so the
fish caught could be cared
for
and
released
then
healthy. The Kenlake State
personnel
Resort
Park
the concooperated in
struction and the maintenance of the tank as well
as gathering information

LIMIT IN SQUIRRELS — These Kirksey hunters bagged their limit in squirrels earlier
this week on an early morning outing. From left is Carrie Green, Ronnie Green and
Dennis Green. They killed 18 squirrels.

annual
seventh
The
National Hunting and Fishing
Day observance at Land
Between The Lakes will
feature a sportsmen's trade
and craft day and the Kentucky Duck Calling Contest.
The program is scheduled
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the old
Fenton airstrip just off U. S.
High-Way 68th the 170,0004c're
public demonstration area in
and
Kentucky
Western
Tennessee.

Sportsmen are invited to
bring any items related to
hunting, fishing, camping, or
other outdoor equipment to
sell or trade, with the exception of guns and ammunition.

GOLDEN POND — All
National Field Archery
Association and Kentucky
Field Archery Association
rules will apply at the Field
Archery Tournament Sunday,
September 10, 1978, in Land
Between The Lakes
Points for accuuwx.from a
given distance will be
collected by all competitors,
and prizes will be awarded
according to the number of
contestants in each category.
The evint is .sponsored by

1,131„ the Kentucky Field
Archery Association, and the
National Field Archery
Association.
Preregistration is reqsired
and begins at 8:00 a.rn, at the
Field Archery Range off U.S.
Highway 68. The tournament
will begin at -9:00 a.m.
.For additional information.- Archery
Field
cOntact
Tournament, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231, telephone
(SO21 924-5602, extension 224.

For additional information,
write National Hunting and
Fishing - Day, TVA;Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231, or telephone
(502) 924-5602, extenSion 215.

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
Outboard & Stern Drive Service
KEEPING CLEAR
Many pleasure boats share a common windshield material, durable acrylic
plastic. It is not as hard as glass and requires special care when being
cleaned. A few pointers from Mercury outboards should assure longer
windshield life. Avoid using.cloth, no matter bow clean, when attempting
to remove gritty dust or mud The cloth will retain the foreign material and
can produce unsightly scratches Instead, use a mild soap or detergent
mixed with water and drip it from a sponge. Use a light rubbing motion
with your fingertips to loosen stubborn smears. Nest rinse well with tool
water and gently wipe dry. preferably. with a chamois or a soft clean cloth
that blots water well. Gasoline,alcohol,acetone and es en some commercial
cleaners should be avoided. These strong cleaning igents can shorten the
life of the plastic

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires S. 4 W.13. 144:Aisles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
7534,
410 N. 4th

Dyy...641 $outio _
_ _.7.51.9131.
Your U-Haul Headquarters

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

The Iore or the
Ws24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky._

_ Dayi 7U74044
Nights 753-2486

900 Sycamore
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Murray's Reed Rushes For 102 Yards

scoring
Murray
1)) TONY WILSON
Those points were the only another
Sports Editor
ones' the
Tigers
could chance.
But Reidland wasn't the
It wasn't a good night for
manage in the first half,
the Greyhounds, to say the
despite totally dominating only team to get a lucky
least.
break. . Terry
Hayden
the offensive statistics.
:Stung by touchdown passes
Murray ground out a blocked a Swift punt at the
from Murray High quar- , whopping 458 yards on the Tiger 20 with six minutes
(erback Rich Rollins to fall
ground —7-16 Reidland's 11 left in the first- half, but
- with 51 of those coming Reed, also a corperback,
behind 14-0, the Reidland
defense. it seemed, finally
on a scamper by Bo Reed. recovered and returned to
would be able to thwart at
He failed, to score himself the Tiger 33.
least one last Tiger scoring
The
only
Greyhounds
because
were
,the
attempt.
Greyhounds' Jeff . Vasseur unable to convert, losing 12
Reidland's Gary Slayden
pushed him out of bounds at yards over the next three
the 14.
killed a Murray touchdown
plays. One of those was a
hope when lie picked off a
After Reed picked up two sack of Reidland quarRollins' pass in the end zone
more yards, the Rollins- terback Charlie Peck 12
with 36 seconds left in the
Roberts
combination yards behind the line of
game.
scrimmage by end Dwight
followed.
-But a Tigers defender
Miirray _High muffed ah McDowell.
alertly dropped Slayden in
Murray made it 14-0 with
opportunity to again advance
OW end zone, earning two deep into Reidland territory 3:14 left in the game, via a
Points for a safety and
20-yard
exchange
from
moments later.
1670
capping
Mw-ray's
After three running plays Rollins to Terry Smith as
opening night victory before
netted zero Yards, Reidland the quarterback rolled right.
the
a near-capacity crowd at Ty attempted to "punt, but the
After
lopsided
Holland Stadium Friday.
snap soared over the hands statistical edge for Murray
The Greyhounds, now 0-2, of kicker Chris Page.
in the first half — Reidland
have yet to score this
had only one first down to
.Tiger
defenders
season.
. were surrounded Page as he Murray's six — things
They
giellacked 35-0 by Marshall scooped up the ball and evened
up
during
the
County a week ago.
attempted a hurried kick, remainder of the game.
Rollins' first scoring strike but officials ruled Page went
The Greyhounds picked up
went to Robin Roberts, an down a
bit too hard, 36 second-half yards to 55
11-yard pass play with 9:15 assessing a 15-yard penalty for Murray. Reidland even
left in the second quarter. for roughing the kicker. picked Up more first downs
Nick Swift's kick made it 7- That gave the Greyhounds a
5 — in the latter half
a
first
down .and erased than the Tigers.

Several players limped
noticeably to the sidelines
during
the
game, but
Murray Coach John Hina
credited that to nervousness
and pregame jitters rather
than injuries.
"It (cramps) can also be
a sign that the players are
out of Dive," Hina said.
"But I am certainly pleased
with this victory."
"A lot of the kids gained
some valuable experience
tonight, and that is really
important," he added.
" We saw Reidland play in
a mudbath last week (the
Reidland-Marshall
County
contest was played during
heavy rain) and we felt like
Tony (Burkeen, Reidland
coach) had a good club,"
Hina said. "Now, after
playing them, we know they
do."
thanks
Reed,
to
his
breakaway run, easily led
all rushers with 102 yards on
11 carries. Thomas Kendall,
cutting sharply and breaking
tackles, picked, up 74 on 16
carries.
Reidland's Terry Hayden
managed 24 yards on 10
carries to lead the losers.
Murray faces Lake Co.
Tenn., in a 7:30 p.m. contest
in Tiptonville, Tenn., Friday,
before
hosting
powerful
Mayfield Sept. 15.

A 19-0
most caac
Calloway
Coach Sta
angry — j
"That
have bee
said. "Tw
downs we
yard penal
Marshall
touchdown
first three
the . Lake
gquad in
for both te
1978 m
season fo
only a JV
will corn
AAA var
season.
"It's no
club like
Outland
big and the
boys." Out
there may
twice as m
the Lakers
game.
"We bro

Running back Bo Reed, who led all rushers with 102 yards, cuts the corner in Murray High's 16-0 season-opening vlotory over
Reidland last night. Leading the way are Mike Hibbard (31), Kevin Wright (66) and Rich Rollins (11).
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Bo Reed, 11-102; Thomas
Kendall, 16-74; Nick Swift, 3-17, Mike
Hibbard, 44; Rich Rollins, 4-7: Albert
Ball, 3-5; Eddie Recplarth, 1-0.
tecei4441
Robin Roberts, 1-11; Terry
Smith,2-29: Brad Wells, 1-7.
Isesieg • Rich Rollins -4-10-2: Bo Reed,
Nets . Nick Swift, 5-151-302: Thomas
Kendall, 1-33.
11•4/ ?toy scree
2nd, 9.15 — Robin Roberts, 11-yard
pass from Rich Rollins; Swift, kick.
4th, 3 It — Terry Smith, 20-yard pass
from Rollins: Swift;kick.
4221, • 36
Reidland's Gary Slayden
tackled in end zoine for safety

-

Jack Clark believes he can
get San Francisco into the
playoffs, but he also feels
that -if the Giants want_ a
guy to hit 30 or 40 homers
for them, they'd better trade
for him."
Clark, who has , been

Mike Thieke
Accepts Post
At Memphis State

providing
much
of the
Giants' longball clout this
season, cracked his 22nd
homer of the season Friday
night to give San Francisco
a
4-3
victory
over
Philadelphia.
The victory
kept the

Rita Fuchs of East GerBy The Associated Press
many bettered her own
TENNIS
NEW YORK — Third European record winning the
seeded
Guillermo
Vitas javelin throw with a toss of
defeated Bill Scanlon 5-7, 6- 226 kit, 11 inches. Her old
mark WBS 226-914.
4, 6-3 and No. 11 seed
Mike Thieke, a . former
TAIPEI
—
American
Roscoe Tanner posted a 5-7,
player
and ' graduate
6-4, 6-3 triumph over Victor Patty van Wolvelaere won
assistant
under
Murray
Pecci of Paraguary in three events at an inState baseball Coach Johnny
second round matches in the ternational track and field
Reagan, has accepted the
U.S. Open Tennis Cham- meet before 20,000 specDwight McDowell (left) and Nick Swift lead the way as Murray High opened its season Friday
post of assistant baseball
tators.
pionships.
night with a 16-0 win over Reidland. Others pictured ore Dove Lotto (80) and Kevin Vaughn (81).
coach at Memphis State
Van Wolvelaere won the
Among the women, topUniversity.
women's 100 meters in 12.2
seeded Martina Navratilova
Thieke,
a
26-year-old
pounded Gail Lovera of seconds, the 200 in 24.9 and
native of Perks, Ill., taught
France 64, 6-1; Virginia the 100-meter hurdles in 13.5.
and coached at Century
Edwin Moses, the world
South
dispatched
Wade
High School in Ullin, 111.,
African Brigitte Cuypers 6-0, record holder and gold
last year, directing his team
the
1976
in
6-1, and Tracy Austin, the medalist
to a 23-7 record.
fifth
seed,
eliminated Olympics, won the 400-meter
A native of Perks, Ill., he
in
49.7.
Other
Australian Chris O'Neil 6-3, hurdles
received his BS and MS
American winners were Sam
6-0.
Turner, 400 meters, 47.6;
GOLF
NEW YORK (AP)
the degrees from Murray State
is
about
round match at the U.S. thinking
while
working
with
the
Tom
McLean, 800-meters,
Tom
ENDICOTT,
N.Y.
—
fired
in
have
first shots have been
Open tennis championships. playoffs. I'm going to
Kite and Tom Purtzer shot 1:49.9; Kerry Bethel, 110the battle for supremacy of And she said her mind to work myself up for the pitching staff as a graduate
assistant under Reagan from
5-under-par 66s to share the meter hurdles, 14.0;-- _world
between wasn't even on business.
women's
tennis
Open."
1975-77.
firstrgund
lead
in
the record holder Mike Tully,
Martina' Navratilova and
If she does, it could put a
"I still can't get it in my
Thieke
was
a
hurler
for
pole vault, 17 feet, 414 inOpen.
$225,000
B.C.
Chris Evert, and the results mind that this is the U.S. halt to Evert's stririg of
twee-years-10r the 'Breds. He
McNickle,
Rex ches; James Butts, triple
Artie
'the---slightest Or-5d7 Open," said -1Tivrafgva, Open titles at three. Even
spent two season at Martin
Caldwell, Danny Edwards, jump, 52-10; Marcus Gotvantages for the former who like Evert drew a first- breezed through'the first set
Junior College in Pulaski,
put, 56-144;
Floyd
and
John dien, shot
Ray
Czech.
round bye. "After winning of her night match against
Tenn., prior to coming to
Gordien,
discus,
140-1; Bill
third
i_vith
Mahaffey
tied
for
Nivratilova was simply Wimbledon, everYthing else Donna Ganz but then had to
Murray.
Schmidt, javelin, 265412;
68s.
devastating as she tore is a letdown. I've had to fire struggle before winning 6-0,
"We are proud to have a
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. -- Debbie Head, 800 meters,
apart Gail Lovera of France myself up for Team Tennis, 6-4.
young
man of Mike's calibre
Sharbn
Miller and Pat 2:07.9, and Head, 1,500
6-1, 6-1 Friday in a second- and lately all I've been
with
us,"
said
Tiger
baseball
fired
5-under-par 67s meters, 4:13.8.
Bradley
Like Navratilova, Even
to share the first round lead
says, she is going to have to Coach Bobby Kilpatrick.
(o
,;;.: WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE get herself psyched up "He comes to us with the
t
in the LPGA Rail Charity
highest
recommendation
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT better for the Open.
Golf Classic.
,
Donna Caponi Young was
"I have to put a lot of from Coach Reagan, and
third at 69, while six players
pressure on myself," Evert that means a lot to me."
','
were tied at 2-under par 70,
said. "I didn't do that at
fe.,4* FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM WimbledOn. Buf-every year
including Nancy Lopez and
s:
Ara
JoAnne Carrier.
I've won one or two major
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's tourri*nents, and this year.1
TRACK AND FIELD
Most Famous Beach 70 minutes from
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
Disney World We have bus tours 3 haven't won any. I've got to
The sixth annual "Super
— Pietro Mennea of Italy
famous resturants The Tropics, Hong think about that, put that
Show" will be held at the
Kong, Swedish House
completed the big sprint
kind of pressure on myself.
New Providence Riding Club_ dotable -at--- -the-- -European\ Each villa completely equipped for That will get me going,
_
today- tSattirdiY) Wining if
au 4,4anoktunted7
Track and Field Cliamfour p.m.
with spacious lawns, room
pioriships by winning the 200
today's
afternoon
telephones, TV, shopping center
Guaranteed money in the
meters in 20.16, a record for
second-seeded
Shaw Will be 82,800. Classes
OCEAN BATHING
games.
the
Connors
was
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
include halter open, ponies,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges
to face
Pat
fox
trot, open
western
An easy drive to all Florida attracthird -seeded
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, )aipleasure,
open
rack,
open
Vilas was to meet
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Alai, Auto' Dog Racing,
country
pleasure, junior
Stan Smith and fifth-seeded
'
ip
wk
. kayo n;
Sivhscribers
pleasure,
open
Eddie 1)Ibizis was to play western
received :limit home delivered
gaited
pleasure,
super
Balazs Taroczy of Hungary.
COpy if The Merrily learn &
In night action, top-seeded barrell race open, junior
Times by 5:30 p.m. Woolley
barrels, open flags of two
Bjorn Borg will meet Heinz
,
- 3130 p.m. oo Sete?
Frtany ire if
groups,
open
poles,
junior
•
Gunthardt of West Germany
53-1616
risys ors ogled to
poles,
and
one
barrel
speed.
and Navratilova will oppose
Admission will be one
Potwoom 5:30 a.m, and i p.m..
Marie Pinternva of Egyptdollar per person for adults,
lo 3130 p.%
wrItit
fifty cents for children six to
tree rotor bra,11,i,e and nfrp
.id 4 p.m. formals, to
4111.1.Atif RESORT Apr'
Via
thi.
LA. Men's action PritlIty. twrIve,--8Titl'irie to under
Slithery if the 000mpopor. Collo
price $ room
ACR, A. 3/914
F11.03111)
.1-t
01114*
:Connors, Vitas and fourth- six: The concession stand
moot be *cod by 6 p.ai.
:seeded Vitas Gerulaitis all will be open.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Wonky.
'advanced to the, third round, The chib is located eight
16 geparogrfee oleihrirry
although only Connors had miles east of Murray on
Highway 993.
an easy time of it.

Giants within two games of
the Los -Angeles Dodgers,
who
lead
the ..National
League West, while the loss
dropped the NL Eastleading
Phillies to within 3I-2 games
of second place Pittsburgh.
The Dodgers beat the New
York Mets 4-3 in 12 innings,
and the Pirates swept a pair
from Atlanta Friday night.
Gary Lavelle, 11-9, got the
victory with two innings of
scoreless relief in place of
Giants, starter Jim Barr.
Lavelle has given up only
one earned run in his last 10
appearances.
Elsewhere in the NL,
'Pittsburgh swept the Braves
8-3
and
3-0,
Chicago
outlasted
Houston
14-11,
Cincinnati downed St. Louis
5-2 and Montreal edged San
Diego 3-2 in 12 innings.
Dodgers 4, Mets 3
Dusty Baker singled home
Steve Garvey
with the
winning run with two out in
the bottom of the 12th,
making a winner of Los
Angeles
reliever
Terry
Forster, 5-4. The Dodgers
had to come back from a 3-0
deficit to win the game.
Koosman pitched 11 inningsfor the Mets, but the loss
went to reliever Kevin
Kobel, 2-5.
Pirates 8-3, Braves 3-0
The
Pirates won the
opener as Dave Parker,
Willie Stargell and Ed Ott
each drove in two runs. One
of Stargell's RBI came on a
first-inning homer,' his
off Braves starter Phil

"-: DAYTONA BEACH

--

•'

Dixieland Center

Niekro, 16-15. Pittsburgh
starter Don Robinson, 11-5,
picked up the victory.
Dale Berra smacked a
tworun homer, his third of
the season, and Bruce Kison,
5-5, and
reliever Kent
Tekulve combined for a
three-hitter to complete the
sweep.
Cubs 14, Astros 11
Bill Buckner drove in four
runs with his third home run
of the season, a two-run shot
that broke a 9-9 tie in the
sixth, and two doubles as
Chicago hung on to defeat
Houston. The Cubs scored a
run in each of the eight
innings they played.
The victory moved the
Cubs within VI games of
the Phils.
Reds 5, Cards 2
Ken Griffey drove in a
pair of runs and Joe Morgan
scored twice, once on a
disputed call that resulted in
a protest, as Cincinnati bested
St. Louis. Paul
Moskau, 4-4, got the win
with relief help from Doug
Bair, who got his 22nd save.
Cards starter John Denny,
11-9, was the loser.
Expos 3, Padres 2
Sam Mejias drove in the
winning run with a single in
the top of the 12th inning as
Montreal snapped a fivegame losing streak. Mejias'
hit made a loser of Randy
Jones, 11-13, who went the
distance for San Diego.
Expos pitcher Mike Garman,.
3-5, got the win in relief of
Ross Grimsley.
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But Overall Outland Pleased

Marshals Top Lakers
A 19-0 loss would make
most coaches unhappy, but
Calloway County football
Coach Stan Outland wasn't
angry — just pleased.
"That score could easily
have been 7-0," Outland
said. "Two of their touchdowns were set up by 15yard penalties against us."
Marshall
County
used
- touchdowns in each of the
first three quarters to whip
the . Laker junior varsity
Squad in the season opener
for both teams.
1978
marks the final
season for Calloway with
only a JV team. The Lakers
will compete on the Class
AAA
varsity level next
season.
"It's no shame to lose to a
club like Marshall County,"
Outland said. "They were
big and they dressed a lot of
boys." Outland guessed that
there may well have been
twice as many as the 27 that
the Lakers dressed for the
game.
We broke down some on

tory over
evirs Penkk

i. Pittsburgh
lobinson, 114,
victory.
smacked a
, his third of
d Bruce Kison,
eliever Kent
bined for a
complete the

is 11
drove in four
.hird home run
a two-run shot
9-9 tie in the
'o doubles as
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of the eight
ayed.
moved the
PI games of

1s2
drove in a
id Joe Morgan
once on a
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got the win
p from Doug
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John Denny.
ser.
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drove in the
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12th inning as
ped a fivereek. Mejias'
;er of Randy
rho went the
San Diego.
like Garman,
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offense, especially in the
first half, but I was very
pleased with our defense
throughout
the
game,e'
Outland said.
He was especially full of
praise for John Canady, a
senior running back and
defensive end.
Canady
picked
off a
Marshall pass and returned
-it 15 yards. He also tallied
five
tackles
and three
assists.
Other defensive standouts
included Mike Shipwash, a
junior linebacker; Richard
Young, a sophomore tackle;
and Marty McCuistion_also
a sophomore tackle.
Shipwash
was credited
with 12 tackles and two
assists; Young, with seven
tackles and four assists; and
McCuistion,
with
five
tackles.
Senior Tommy Fike and
sophomore Tim McAlister
registered five tackles each.
Outland
had expressed
some concern over his
defensive secondary because

of its lack of experience, but.. pleted by either team —
he felt they did a com- Marshall County — in the 12
mendable job.
total thrown during the
The
Lakers, at least game.
statistically, were in low
Calloway
punted
eight
gear most of the day, but times for 26.8 yards, while
Outland feels that with more the Marshal punter averaged
game experience, the squad a booming 40 yards a kick
will score some points.
on five attempts.
Calloway had only four
Sophomore Shane Morton
first downs to Marshall's 11. led the Lakers in rushing
The Marshal's picked up 133 with 20 yards on five
yards on the ground, while carries, while Canady had 21
the Lakers could manage on six carries.
only 28.
Mickey Butterworth had 11
Only one pass was corn- in four attempts, and Mark

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The Lakers will play their
first home contest against
Webster County Tuesday at
5:30 p.m. All home contests
this season will be played at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Following a road game at
Heath Sept. 11, Calloway
will host Lone Oak Sept. 18.

Prep School Scores
By The Associated Press
Friday Games
Adair Co 22 Clinton Co 7
Bardstown 34 Frankfort 0
Beechwood 6 Conner 0
Bellevue 8 Nicholas Co 7
Boone Co 12 Erlanger
Lloyd 0
Bowling Green 29 Glasgow
7

Breathitt Co 36 Hazard 6
Breckinridge Co 35 E
Hardin 6
Bullitt Central 41 N Bullitt
8
Butler Co 14 Todd Central
12
Clarksville NW Tenn 7
Hopkinsville 0
Clay Co 15 MC Napier 12
Corbin 60 Pineville 28
Cumberland Co 27 Lone
Jack 8
Daviess Co 36 Ohio Co 14
Dixie Heights 21 Ludlow 20
E Carter 34 Betsy Layne 0
Edrnonson Co 22 Caverna
8
Elkhorn City 40 Mullins 6
Evarts 14 Ashland 6
Fleming Co 13 Jenkins 7
Fleming-Neon 13 Jenkins 7
Ft Knox 31 N Hardin 20
Ft Thos Highlands 21
Dayton 0
Franklin-Simpson
13
Russellville 0
Fulton City 33 Fulton Co 6
Garrard Co 36 Casey Co 2
Green
Co
36
Campbellsville 7
Greenup Co 8 Wheelersburg Ohio 8 (tie)
Hancock Co 39 W Hardin o.
Harlan 34 Williamsburg 6
Harrison Co 27 Henry Co 0
Harrodsburg 20 Jessamine
Co 14
Hart Co 46 Gamaliel 0
Heath 21 Trigg Co 0
Henderson Co 13 Oboro
Apollo 6
Johnson Central 28 Leslie
Co 25
Knox Central 21 Bell Co 14
Laurel Co 48 Lynn Camp 8
Lex Henry Clay 20 Lex
Bryan Station 7
Lex
Tates
Creek
13
Danville 3
Lincoln Co 7 Rockcastle
Co 6
Lou
Ballard
13
Lou
Atherton 3
Lou Butler 41 Oldham Co 0

Lou Iroquois 7 Lou Seneca
6

Lou
Manual
27 Jeffersontown 13
Lou St Xavier 14 Fern
Creek 0
Lou Southern 11 Lou
It sometimes took this atany Greyhounds to stop Murray High's Bo Reed
(center) as the senior
Moore 6
running bock led all ruthers with 102 yards, helping the Tigers to a 16-0 victory over Reidland
at
Lou Stuart 33 Lou Male 20
Ty Holland Stadium Friday night,
Lou Thos Jefferson 7 Lou
Waggener 0
Lou
Valley
29
Lou
Shawnee 0
Lou Western 20 Pleasure
Ridge Park 7
Madison
Central
19
Franklin Co 12
Marion Co 7 Boyle Co 6
Marshall Co 19 Calloway
Co 0
Mayfield 28 Ft Campbell 7
McLean Co 22 Grayson Co
12
Meade Co 6 Elizabethtown
0 20T
BRUCE LOWITT
years, will be displaying his up last year, and Ken:
Montgomery
Co
19
AP Sports Writer
talents for San Francisco MacAfee, the tight end whis:'
Bourbon Co 16
Welcome to "New Faces when the 49ers open in figures to open up the holes:
Morgan Co 33 Lawrence
of
1978," National Football Cleveland.
for Simpson and perhapsCo 0
League-style.
In Sunday's other games open up the 49ers' passing.
Murray 16 Reidland 0
Actually the faces are, for it's Green Bay at Detroit, game as well.
Nelson Co 13 Lou Central
the most part, old. They're Houston at Atlanta, Kansas
And not all the rookie*
12
•
Newport 18 Coy Catholic just peering out from under City at Cincinnati, Los will be wearing helmets.:
new helmets.
Angeles
at Philadelphia, Some of them will be
15'
Miami. at the New York wearing
Owen Co 20 Berea 6
headphones and:.
Lydell
Mitchell,
for •Jets, Pittsburgh at Buffalo, carrying clipboards.
(Niro Catholic 27 Owenexample, wore horseshoes on Minnesota at New, Orleans,
There are six men making:
sboro 6
the sides of his head for six St.Louis at Chicago
Paducah Tilghman 36 Lone
and their NFL head coaching
years, before a contract Oakland at Denver.
On debuts — Mary Levy in
Oak 6
dispute turned ugly and the Monday night it's Baltimore Kansas
City, Sam Rutigliano
Paintsville 34 Lynch 12
Baltimore Colts traded him at Dallas.
Paris 20 Mercer Co 8
CkPirsk4:- Fe3F
to- San Mips:-Strhe'11 have
'Tlie"New York Giants and in San Francisco,
4C*Cli*
Pikeville 27 Whitesburg 13
lightning bolts over each ear Tampa
Bay
Armstrong
Buccaneers
in Chicago, Bucl3;
Prestonsburg 21 W Carter
when the Chargers open open the season tonight in Wilkinson in St. Louis
and
7
their season in Seattle on Tampa Bay.
Ray
Malavasi
in
Loa
Raceland 2 Maysville 0
Sunday.
There are a lot of other Angeles. In addition, four
Rogersville
28
Tenn
new faces to focus on — former head coaches start::
Middlesboro 21
Harold Jackson, who wore rookie faces.
doing it all over again with::
Rowan Co 44 Bath Co 20
Rams horns for six years
There's Earl Campbell, new teams — Jack Pardee:
Russell 7 Belfry 6
and Eagles' wings for four, the Heisman Trophy winner in Washington, Chuck Knot;
Scott Co 12 Clark Co 7
wound up in New England from the University of Texas in Buffalo, Monte Clark
Simon Kenton 12 Campbell
this year when the Patriots' whom the Oilers drafted in Detroit and Dick Nolan
Co
0
Mike Hibbard sacks Reidland quarterback Charlie Peck as Chris Matson (34) prepares to assist.
star wide receiver, Darryl hopes of finding another 'New Orleans.
Somerset 14 Richmond
The Tigers thumped Reidland 16-0 in their season opener at Ty Holland Stodivm Friday night.
Stingley, was seriously. in- Tony Dorsett.
They'll be easy to spot.
Madison 0
jured in an exhibitiongame
And there's Terry Miller, They'll be the guys asking
S Fulton Term 10 Ballard
collision. Jackson is being Simpson's successor as the themselves:
Co 7
counted on to keep the Pats' brunt of the Bills' ground
Taylor Co 14 Metcalfe Co 0
air game going Sunday game; and Art Still, the
—It can't really be this
Tompkinsville 24 Barren
With Orme and Clean"1 you can gel
against
the
visiting defensive end Kansas City easy, can it?
Co 20
•12 miles
Washington Redskins.
hopes will do something
OR
Trimble Co 18 Eminence 0
O.J. Simpson, who had about all those yards and all
per
more
—What have I done to
HANDY
Union Co 6 Madisonville 0
defenses buffaloed for nine those points the Chiefs gave deserve this?
tankful of
POUR
OT
SPOUT
gasoline
Virgie 30 Johns Creek 0
Warren Central 21 Allen
•Smoother
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — to see me as champion."
has been involved in traffic Co 6
Muhammad Ali says his
engine
Spinets arrived here Friday problems, but the second
Warren East 22 Russell Co
heavyweight championship evening and almost im- time in a
'performance.
row that it wasn't 7
fight with Leon Spinks two mediately underwent another his fault.
Washington Co 10 LaRue
•Savings- on
weeks from now may not be episode in his recurring
Late in July, Spinks' car Co 0
tune ups.
the last dance after all.
problems with automobiles was hit at Hilton Head
Webster Co 54 Crittenden
*Milnlooli Ca van,
Ali, who only minutes in traffic. Before he ever got Island, S.C.,
ellinceinsumM
where he was Co 0
before had repeated his out of the airport parking in training. No
Whitley Co 32 Wayne Co 0
TREATS
charges were
70 GAL L. CRS
plans to regain the cham- lot, one of the motorcycle filed.
Woodford Co 28 Anderson
ONLY
pionship and retire, said he policemen in his escort
But in March, April and Co 0
may fight Larry Holmes party ran into the back of June,- he
was stopped for
instead.
his $35,000 limousine and traffic violations
E. BLANKENSHIP OF Ky.
Make this "COMPLETE RECREATIONAL
R 4
five times.
"Maybe I'll stay around caused minor damage.
In the April incident, he was
4120. li•cc., Ic
headquart
WORLD"
your
ers
for
your
visit
six months or so," he said.
It was the seventh time in also charged with
Ph. 153-5891
possession
"Give the people a chance seven months that Spinks of cocaine
to WALT DISNEY WORLD
and marijuana.
The drug charges were
Luxurious informality! Beautifully appointed rooms and
dismissed, although he did
suites, completely air-conditioned, all with Color TV.
pay a traffic fine.
• a days ,7 nights—roam accommodations
• Orange Peel Coffee Shop
• Lighted Tennis Courts
• Iloand-trW transfers fa arid from jetport
Ali arrived a day earlier,
• Invitstien to ow Monday -Get AceualetieeL;
Fishing*
Resident
•
•
Tennis
Pro
describing his Sept. 15 fight
SUM Peach Party
• Unique Tennis Boutique
• Ping Pong
• 2 trio; to Walt Dismay World Intl
with Spinks as "the last
admission, hue transfer, II Adventure
• Sauna Baths
• Sailing & Boating*
dance," a description he
licke I hot per poise.
• Admission lido Tho Oar% Continent/Bosch •.•
• Golf Privileges
• Escorted bowl
repeated Friday as he enGardens. including MN transfers
• Complimentary transportation to L from
tertained reporters and fans
• Olympic Heated Pools
• On Premises Putting Green
PORTLAND, Ore. AP) —
'inky Point Golf ChM, Shopping Mail,
with a rhythidic monologue
•
•
Private
Rooms
Game
Beach*
Losbn's tenor, Cinemas, bank
The summer saga of the
Iriettiattotaay
ntigtrt teems evert
in..his dressing,room- thttdreilYPTW
relarvatilin privIlogos
ortlain-TrallSTAtel'S added- -•-WaterStrringttrrstnarter*-Then — in almost an of• Map of Waif Disney World • Fresh Sewers,
• Lawn Games
• Social Directors
a new chapter Friday as
kalli both, of chiampagne in room ea arrival
fhand fashion — he said that
• Laundromats
• Sir Lancelot Lounge
• FM mina program • Complimentary ammo
reserve forward-guard Larry
if he wins the World Boxing
balbs,
peel rod beachtlde lounges mid NH
• Tortoise Lounge*
• Nitely Dzncing &
Steele suffered a broken
From
Association's portion of the
Entertainment
• Planned Activities
right hand.
crown from Spinks, he might
• The Oyster Bars Restaurant
• Cocktail Parties
Per persoq
go after the World Boxing
Camelot Restaurant
•
Culp
Ron
Team trainer
Council title held by Holmes.
4 in room
• Bar tke's Dinner Theatre
He said he woald expect said Steele fractured the
_
Shop
Gift
•
a
metacarpal
bone
in
8 Days • 7 Nights
an Ali-Holmes fight to be fourth
FB3
• Shuffleboard*
este April 22 to December IS. 19711
one-onone game with former
„.
$
worth about 86 million.
Geoff Petrie
Blazer
Trail
All's
workout Friday was
leven 1.atr
S ei A Inc
supposed to include three Friday afternoon.
"At South Resort
rounds of shadow boxing,
PHONE (113) 884-7561
Culp said Steele won't be
then two rounds of boxing
able to play basketball for I
NMI
ON WIN MN MIIM MIN NM OM I=O NM MIMI IMIll MIN WNW OM 1
with each of five sparring
• Free Courtesy Car Seivice
at least eight weeks. The. CAUSEWAY.INN BEACH RESORTS_,
mates.
to and nom !Urn& t
•
Blisters open thdr fall.-Courtne-y Cimpball Causeway'. TAMPA, rt.ownvis- s)60 7
He moved briskly through
other selected points
I
and
at
15"
Sept.
training camp
II n Commercial Traveleis n Disney World Peckaige [ 1 Vacationers
the shadow boxing session,
Community ..... 0, Goa haw. — ---f1 Sanity Gicappa-(1/
Hood
Mount
,....;,.
..1,41+14.1.11eo.UslagtHis,10.mabyr
then changed plans.'
- ---1.- • ---- - - - ..' la----College in Gresham.
14161RRAY
KY.
After one round with
NAME
Member FDIC
• Free Sell Parking
amateur heavyweight Tony
Culp
said
it
would
Member RANCLUB Aapecialleo
ADDRESS
Tubbs, All leaned over the
probably be Sunday or
• MODERATE RATES
ring ropes and told one of
Monday before a cast is put I
CITY. STATE. ZIP
• See your Travel Agent
his handlers that he didn't
on the hand as doctors wait
He icsow% us best
feel well.
for the swelling to go down.
TAMPA, FLORIDA

New Faces Dot
NFL In '78

All Says His Fight With
Spinks May Not Be Last

r

Enjoy your Florida Vacation
at the Exciting

cr*Ase..vvqy Inn

,

•nr•
•••••

BEACH RESORTS

$1.09

Saga Of
Trail Blazers
Continues

This Bank is Open

•
•

Herndon, eight in nine attempts.
Defensively, Outland also
credited junior end . Tim
Feltner and senior Roy
Williams with fine play.,

Could
t,
you say
"NO!"
to this package?

-••••••••••••••••-•.-..,,

any
hour

PE I PLES BANK

TELLER 24

k

PEOPLE

of any
day!
BANK

...111. voit,o, • _•

•

'North Office

$9775

South Office
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WSJP To Air Soon Here

WSW has staff meeting — pictured from left at a recent meeting is (front row) Darrell Gibson, D. J. Joe Parker
owner advertising, Janie Parker, secretary, Carol King, secretary, Dorothy Parker, advertising, Diana Youngerman,
secretary, Randy Herndon, D. J., Dale Howard Engineer,(back row) Cecil Glass, D. J., David Poynor, advertising, Sam
Parker, owner advertising, J. Foster Padgett, news director, Keith Farrell, news,and Alan Raidt, production. The new
station is expected to air soon.

VTRS...Steady Sales In Kentucky
When the 1978 baseball
World Series is telecast in
October some viewers will
face tough choices in their
entertainment.
evening
:What's the baseball fan to
do when the opening game
on NBC conflicts with his
favorite nostalgia series,
Happy Days and La Verne
and Shirley, on ABC?
Some viewers won't find
.this to be a dilemma at all.
They'll simply watch one
.channel, and flick a switch
on their VTRs so that the
other channel is videotaped
for later viewing.
tape
video
—
VTRs
recorders — are registering
small but steadily 'growing
.sales in Kentucky, according
to electronics distributors
that serve the state.. While
about 17 different brands are
available, the typical VTR is
a tape deck that can sit atop
most tv sets and connect to
the set. Depending on the
uchauck‘araft,
Lo four hours of
be
can
programming

1979 as sales for busirjess
use pick up. ,
The sales manager for a
Quasar distributor which
serves most of Kentucky
predicts 'that VTRs will be
so popular by 1980 that there
will be one VTR sold for
every three or four color tv
sets sold.
.

system or vice versa.
Like the early history of
tv sets themselves, when
different and incompatable
video systems were used by
various parts of the industry, VTR manufacturers

may find that the long-range
success
of
video
tape
systems may depend on
negotiations that would force
them to agree to use only
one, interchangable cassette
system.

Murray has a new friend colleges as well as worked
— WSJP AM radio 1130 at five commercial stations.
Channel!
Clear
Murray, Joe Parker, owner anti
Kentucky, "Radio's
Birmanager of Parker's Food
thplace" has a brand new
Market, has been in business
AM radio station soon to be
operating near the area in
Murray for over 30 years.
where Nathan B. Stub"We
have employed an exblefield
invented
and
developed radio. Sammy J. cellent, mature professional
Parker and Joe M. Parker,
local businessmen will be coowners of the station. The
all new broadcasting station
is located just north of
Murray State
University
campus on Diuguid- Rd. It is
equipped with all solid state
broadcasting equipment sold
by the Harris Corp. of Quincy,
Ill. The studios are furnished
with 100 percent solid state
equipment and with high
quality recording equipment.
-The programming and
philosophy of the station will
be one of total community
involvement with emphasis
on local news and popular
contemporary
country
music,"
Parker
said.
Sammy Parker will serve as
the general manager of
WSJP. His experience in,
eludes the involvement at
the
broadcasting
media
having taught radio in 3

Begley Drug Names
Goldqui To Post

distributors
Most
acknowledge that price is
the current deterrent to
stronger sales, with consumers waiting for expectd
price drops in the near
Begley Drug Company:`
futyce. Suggested retail for
Kentucky, has
Richmond,
most VTRs .now ranges
Lee Golden to—Yllt.-•
named
although
around $1,000
of
of -Director
widely position
are
discounts
Acquisitions and Associate
available.
Store Operations, and a
But VTR manufacturers
member of the Executive
aren't waiting for sales to
Management Team. Golden
pick up before expanding the
has been a member of the
VTR's capabilities. Among
of
Board
Company's
the recent additions are
Directors since 1960.
cassette
changers
which
operate
record
like
A native of Vanceburg,
changers, allowing
more Kentucky, Golden
is a
graduate of the Louisville
than come video tape cassette
to be played in succession. College of Pharmacy. He
Many VTR systems also first became associated with
videotaped: the recording
movie" Begley's in 1944 as manager
"home
can be made at any time, offer
of the former downtown
even if no one is at home cameras which record on Danville store. Golden later
.operating the set, and the video cassette tapes to be became a partner in Dyche
taped show can be played played back on tv sets with Drug Company, Corbin. an
back on the tv screen at the VTRs.
viewer's convenience.
associate store and subThe tapes can also be
One element that may sequent Company store.
saved and replayed mahrThold
In 1951 Golden became
fullscale
back
times Pre-recorded tapes of _development .2f VTR usage manager of Begley's No. 13,
various offerings also are is the fact that the existing Chevy Chase, Lexington,
available for sale.
VTR brands use two dif- where he remained until
It's those
pre-recorded
1952. At that time 'he
incompatable
tapes that are proving to be ferent and
cassettes.
A
tape
of the greatest interest to tape
became a partner and later
equipment,
recorded
on
Sony
,the business community. For
owner in the Begley Drug
cannot
be
for
instance
company
with
a
Store, Cynthiana, and also,
'headquarters in Louisville played back on an RCA
and various dealerships or
-branch offices in smaller
,Kentucky locations, a tape
on sales techniques or new
products can be made from
the home office and sent out
to the various locations for
contemporary
. replay, eliminating the need
casual
styles for men
extravel
to
• for trainers
make
and
tensively
women
repetitious presentations.
Easy looking .
easy to(are for
instributors
ot
VTR
Casual look styles for men and women
systems in Kentucky say
. each created to complement
,sales in the state were
your own facial clwracteristics and
encouraging in the last
personality - - 'months of 1977, the first
year of extensive brand
competition. They expect
sales to spurt again as this
year's
Christmas season
approaches, and
predict
growth to continue through

et

Shown above is Woodmen of the World State President James Bosler, who along
with his wife, Mary Etta, were special guests at the annual Family Night dinner held
recently by all Murray Woodmen Units at the Woodmen Hall. After a meal of fried
chicken and barbequed ham, with all the trimmings, State President Bosler spoke
briefly to the large group in attendance. On the left in the picture is State Manager and
Mrs. Buford Hurt, on the right is National Committee member Glenn Wooden.

11

lin kW,.
owner of Lee Drug, Cynthiana. Both stores were
sold in 1972.
,A member of the Kentucky
State
of
Board
Pharmacy from 1961 to 1966,
Golden served as President
of the Board in 1965. He was
appointed to the Kentucky
Pharmaceutical Association
Board in 1966 and served
until 1968.
Golden is a member of the
Methodist Church and a

TVA
progra
one-ye,
month,
Terme!
survey
energ
progra
TVA
Freem
TVA
though
partici,
"We'vt
homes
we stil
go. E
Valley
deterrn
energy
home e
The
prograi
effort
local
designe
million

CORSIIIT

tricity
their
prograi
home e
residen
request
terest-f

We at the

Bank of Murray

BA
IS E

offer our

Director of the First Federal
Loan
and
Savings
Association, Cynthiana. He
IS Married to the former
Mary Berry, a native of
Corbin and graduate of
Louisville General Hospital
School of Nursing. They and
their son, Jamie, recentlY
moved to Madison County.
Two other children, Mary
Lee and Andrew live in
Indianapolis and Cynthiana,
respectively.

This page is
written for

all new
staff with many years of excitement of an
media
broadcasting
dynamic
combined broadcasting exof the
perience among them," he now in the heart
Jackson Purchase. WSJP
said.
will begin broadcasting in
whose
new
business is early September. Nathan B.
known
as the Jackson Stubblefield invented radio
Purchase
Broadcasting in 1892; 86 years later
Company, invite you to Murray has its second AM
share what they call the radio station.

Congratulations
to
WSJP
Corn-Austin of Paris

and sponsored
by the Murray
Business
Community
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Murray Insurance
Agency

409'

To All Fashion Conscience
Guys And Gals
We are pleased to announce the addition of a new
stylist to our shop. Bill Martin from Memphis, Tenn
is an experienced, top hairstylist Call Bill for an

•

appointment or come in and let any of our stylist
give you a new style, perm, or color for the up
coming fall season.
0

fa. pa/ hoalw ' and al ply aitai
vow 1111001173:
O. What ow
Aim* AY .11.04.0001 %MY 000,01
1119011 a 9-.'l a9-.-'

1101111i• Ross
mine 111141111

tilt. M

•
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We represent the finest Insurance companies
the busine.ss, such as:

"Don't worry
about
the storm,dear.'"

'VWvegot the

1

Fashionably
Ahead
in Hair

* St. Paul Fire We Marine
• West American
* Western Surity
• Fireman's Fund American Life
* Neu' Hampshire Insurance Group
* Continental Insurance Co.

* Fidelity and Deposit
• Fireman's-Fund Insurance Co.—
• Hartford Insurance 'Group
*-Home Insurance Co. •
* Kentucky Insurance Co.
*Ohio Casualty

Roffler
Of Murray
entral ('enter

/Nog

111111111
„
0

4111M111
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Energy Saving Program
Still Going Strong

TVA's home insulation insulation to consumers with
program is celebrating its electrically
heated
or
one-year anniversary this electrically cooled homes.
month, with over 63,000 "About 30 percent of
the
Tennessee
Valley homes homes surveyed so far, or
surveyed as part of this 19,000 homes, have been
energy
conservation insulated because of TVA's
program.
• program," Freeman said.
TVA Chairman S. David "Those 19,000 homes will be
Freeman said Thursday that saving TVA and its conTVA won't be satisfied sumers 55 million kilowatthough, until all consumers thours of electricity anparticipate in the program. nually."
-We've
surveyed
63,691 He added there are about
homes since last August, but 750,000 other homes across
we still have a long way to the Valley that could benefit
go. Every home in the from increased attic inValley should be surveyed to sulation.
determine how to cut out "If those 750,000 homes
energy waste and help lower were
insulated
to
the
home electric bills."
recommended
minimum
The
home
insulation level of R-19, about 1.8
program is a cooperative billion kilowatthours a year
effort between TVA and its could be saved," Chairman
local
power distributors, Freeman said. (R-value is a
designed to help TVA's 2.6 measure of the insulation's
million residential power thermal
effectiveness.)
consumers conserve elec- "This means about $25
tricity - and save money on million annual savings in
their electric bill. The fuel costs for TVA and its
program 'provides a free consumers, and it can also
home energy survey for any reduce future peak power
residential consumer who loads by almost half a
requests it, and then in- million kilowatts."
terest-free financing for attic As Freeman points out,

WWI%

1BANKING
Or".
IS EVERYBODY'S .
4rBUSINESS
to
,
Teaching Children--Money Management
By Willis W Alexander
Executive Vice President
American Bankers Association
How many American parents never get around to
teaching their children money
management out of fear, ignorance, or both? The numbers
of people turning up in credit
counselling offices and bankruptcy courts would certainly
be reduced if more would
take on this vital responsibity
There is a way, but it must
start early and be systematic
to be effective.
A very young child can be
taught that money is a medium of exchange. And, at the
same time he can learn- that
value judgements and choices
are required in using it wisely.
• Begin with the traditional
American allowance. Establish
some rules and stick to them.
The amount of money, and
the time the child receives
it, should be set — much as a
paycheck. In this way he will
learn to plan ahead - - the first
step in budgeting.
Once a week is recommended for elementary school
students, every other week
for junior high and once a
month for high school. Start
i with lunch money and perhaps transportation for fixed
expenses, and some free cash
for frivolous spending. Work
U) to increments to cover
larger periodic payments for
sports uniforms or the school
yearbook.
Don't use the allowance
to punish. If he never knows
when it might be-taken away,
your
child can't budget.
Worse, he'll learn to equate

money with love.
Do take your child into the
bank when you go. Help him
to become familiar with the
interior of the bank and
its terms, forms and procedures; as he is able to grasp
them. You may open a savings
account for him as soon as
he can sign his name legibly.
It will teach him about interest earnings and the selfdiscipline of pleasure deferment if it is tied to something
specific within a time frame
he can grasp.
A few teenagers have their
own checking accounts, but
most don't need them until
they are working on their own
or have entered college. Whenever your child does open his
first account, sit down and explain the proper way to make
out a check, what happens if
one bounces, and how to balance the monthly statement.
Since we all live to some
degree in a buy now — pay
later — economy, your child
should also be taught how
credit works, what its pitfalls
are and how to use it to his
best advantage.
Explain that it is a priviledge, not a right, and may
not be acquired until . he
reaches the age of majority,
which allows him to enter
into contracts. In most states
this is. 18. Show him how
the coit of credit is figured
on your own monthly bills.
And, stress the importance of
maintaining a good credit
rating.
A little time and effort
now could keep' him from
serious financial hot water
in the future.

1 Here's Chance
To Give Opinion

those dollar savings for TVA
also mean savings for every
consumer. He said the less
TVA has to spend to produce
electricity, the less the
It you have a complaint or coral
consumer will have to pay
plirnent for the Social Secunty sysfor electricity. "Fuel savings
tem, now is the time to let your
in the unit cost of electricity
voice he heard by the government.
are savings in addition -to
The American Council of Life_
those achieved from the
Insurance reminds everyone„...thai
reduced amount of elecbetween now and October 1979 thc
Social Security Advisory Committricity the consumer will use
tee, which reviews the system's
because of improved inoperations every four years. will be
sulation or other energyhearing testimony and receiving
saving measures,"• Freeman
public comments before the comsaid.
mittee issues its report to the PresiParis and Henry County government officials helped Corn-Austin of Paris open their new store on court square
W. C. Whisenant, program
dent and Congress.
recently. Mayor Bill Culley cut the ribbon. Joining in opening ceremonies were (from left) Greg McReynolds, partcoordinator, said the 63,000
If you want to express an opinowner, Randy Williams, acting city manager; Steve McReynolds, Harold McReynolds, Lisa McReynolds and Mrs.
energy surveys have turned
ion,
write to Lawrence H.
part-Owners);
Culley;
County
McReynolds
(all
Judge
Jim
McKee;
Harold
Bill
and
Suzanne
part-owners
Wilson,
from
up some significant wastes
Thompson, executive director of
recorder; George Richardson, city commissioner, and Millard Kesterson, president of the
city
Johnson,
Mark
Paris;
of energy.
the study, P.O. Box 17054, BaltiParis-Henry County Chamber of Commerce. The store owners also own & operate Corn-Austin, in Murray.
"In one home we surmore, Md. 21235
veyed, a room heater was
on full blast, 24 hours a day,
365 days a year," said
Whisenant.
faulty
"A
THE BEST PROTECTION
thermostat was causing the
*- LIFE INSURANCE
problem and the homeowner
wasn't aware of it. So
' FIRE INSURANCE
besides the heating cost the
AUTO INSURANCE
WINO
customer had in the winter,
the customer was paying
extra to cool this room ii,
RAY T. IROACN
the summer."
R. TERRY IROACN
one
said
Whisenant
753-4703
309 S.5*
homeowner was upset with
the high heating bills he had
been getting in his new
home. The energy advisors
found out why. "The —owner
thought he had a heat pump,
The Thirteen participants in the first of a series of a "Baker's Dozen" seminars and lunbut he didn't. We helped him
cheons conducted by "Good Housekeeping" in honor of The Decade for Women gathered
correct this situation with
recently in the executive offices of the magazine.
Over a normal
the contractor." According
The meetings, designed to support the concept of the Business Council of the United
refrigeratorlivetm,a which
to Whisenant, among the
Nations Decade for Women (1975-1985), will each have a prominent woman as a featured
costs $400.00 when new
guest and speaker and a dozen high-level executives from the multi-national corporate cornrarest 'cases the energy
will use $600.00 of elecmunity. Their purpose is to enlarge the perspective of high-impact persons in the worldwide
advisors find are residences
tricity plus $60.00 business community to the changing socio-economic role of women everywhere.
adequately insulated and
$70.00 for repairs. It
Behind the couch, from left, are: John Mack Carter, editor-in-chief of "good
weatherized. Practically all
pays to check the power
Housekeeping" and the official host of the seminars and luncheons; Eleanor
homes — old or new — can
requirement of apby
Bill
Boyd
Guggenheimer,
consultant
the
N.
Senate
Y.
to
State
Committee
on
Consumer
Protection;
be- made more energy- .
pliances.
Daniel S. Roher, president of the Daniel S. Roher Company; Riehard Deems, chairman,
conserving, he added.
Williams,
Magazines;
assistant
Clifford
Hearst
sources of loans, too.
vice
president,
public
affairs,
best
out
Sperry
the
check
&
Hutto
pays
It
s
To find out how you can
chinson; Gordon Semerad, advertising trector, "Good Housekeeping," and Margaret
Before you make a major purchase, let us ("punconserve energy in your
Adams, public affairs editor,"Good Housekeeping.".
sel with you.
local
your
home, call
Seated, from left, are: Judy Kaufman, senior vice president, Daniel J. Edelman, Inc.;
electric system today and
PEOPLES BANK
Muriel Fox, executive vice president, Carl Byoir; Ruth Clusen, designate assistant
ask for a free energy surMember FDIC
secretary for environment, U. S. Department of Energy, the featured speaker and guest:
mossaor , WY.
•,
vey.
Candice Leeds, vice president-media, Grey & Davis; Liz Fielding, treasurer-elect, New
York Women in Communications, Inc., and Dorothy Orr, vice president of the Equitable
Life Insurance Society,Inc. .
***********
******************************************************* **************
****************
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KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU
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Hometown Ford
Rents Cars?
Yes We Sure Do!
• The fact is that we are very much in the
Auto Rental Business
• Remember we are never very far away and
can give you that personal service.

RENT-A-CAR

PARKER FORD
701 Main

I Nory•

tar ••••••••a• Ca.

vor Yr.....me .4. 040 000

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

SECURITY FEDERAL

New

Money Market Certificates
6 Month's

•For example, Augutt ilet through Sept. 6th the
rate is 7.80% 'which is '4% more than the
treasury bill.
Each Week's Rate is
lased on the Treasury Auction

Passbook
Savings

753-5273

Savings 8 Loan Association
MI accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdraw A monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the depositor may choose.

$10,000
Minimum Deposit

Golden
Passbook

12 OR 24 MONTH

LENDER

759-1234
New
8 Year Certificate
4

8%

8.33% Effective Annual Yield
_ 51,000 Minimum Deposit -48 MONTH

6 YEARS

Certificates Certificates Certificates Certificates

90 Days

5/
1
4% 5/
1
4%
5.39% Effective
Annual Yield

30 MONTHS

EQUAL HOUSING

fttactlff
Annual Yield
$500 Minimum
Deposit

6/
3
4°10
6.72% Effective
Annual Tield

6.98% Effective
Annual Yield

_73
*..

7.19% Effective
Annual Yield

8.06% Effective
Annual Yield

ubstantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal of Cornfica_tes)

CNRISTIIIIS CUM ACCOUNTS EARN S% INTEREST
414141•4•44.***•4414.• *
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3. NOTICE

NOTICE

1. NOTICE

Swimming
Pools

MI6

If You
Need Them:

Western Kt. Peels

442-9747

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Poke
Rescue
7514952
Aiikaleke .
753-9332
liespid
753-5131
Emergency
Nome
757-4141
Societe
Comprelitsure
Care
. 753-n22
Parses Control . . 753-75n
Saner Citizess . . . 753-0929
753-111B
kens.
leere Ti hal
753-2258
Feder
Parte*
753-5342
keen •
489-2114

Paducah, Ky.
I

*

Hermbot *

s A Fact
It
'

Free Gift Wrapping

I******4

Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar

FOR VVATK INS Products.
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone 753 3128

753-1227
FREE PARKING!

YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-6333.

CLASSIFIED
ADS 1001For
hings

Crossword Puzzler
6 Landed
ACROSS
properties
1 Riad ot cloth
7 Symbol tot
Spare
xenon
11 Punctuation
S Explosive
mark
12 Iroquoian inlabbr
9 Peruse
dean
14 Contunction 10 Receive
11 Bards
IS Clever
17 Diplomacy 'l3Book.ot
maps
id Goddess of
id Shut up
hosting
t9 Lasso
20 Besmirch
21 Pertaining to
22 State
Me kidneys
Abbr
24 Celebrities
23 Follow
Drawing
al
25 Poker
room
stakes
29 Warm wine
27 Has mate
drink
28 Killed
It More recent
30 Occupants
Slink
13
32 Pedal citrons
ar34 Transaction 15 Hospital
eas
15 Argue
36 Poised
36 Let down

An,u rr in Frida s Puzzle

ourin mr3rl nun

011C10 000 MOO
WOU UNLI ODOM
UIJUUULI 1;100111113
LAMM° 000000
LUJ
LIDO
1313101300
MULI uwo
UUUOUU UUUOMO
EXAM VILIU MUD
DIM CHEM DM
UOMU DEM1 °DUO
37 Sewing case
39 Avoids
40 Marry again
4-3 Finished
afi Young
salmon
48 Tissue

Si Tiny
53 Sodium
chloride
56 A continent
(ober )
58 Symbol for
tellunom

90 Small valleys
DOWN
Continued
story
2 Teutonic
deity
3 Inlet

NEEDED! A baby sitter in
my home for four days a
week Call 753-15% after 4
P.m

WANT MALE help for
morning hours. 1411 Olive
Blv. college Cleaners.

ONE FREE Standing conical ZENITH 19 INCH table
fire place, $135. each. Call model color TV wih remote
753-8061.
control. Also a Collins ham
radio receiver. Call 753-4736
WINTER Maternity clothes.
Sizes 14-16. Call 753-4486.
27. MOB. HOME SALES

PART - TIME Nutrition
Site Manager for Nutrition
Program Apply at Senior
Citizens Office at 203 S. 5th
Street. All qualified ap
plicants will receive consideration for employment
without regard to race, color,
religion, sex or national
origin.
PARTS DEPT Manager.
Local new car dealership.
Top salary. Excethent fringe
Experience
benefits.
necessary. Send resume to
Murray
P.O.Box 32 W
Kentucky.

Men wonted to help deliver
and set up furniture.- Call
Robert Wiggins ot Wiggins
Furniture, 753-4566.

5100+ WEEKLY MAILING
Circularrs!! Free Supplies,
Immediate
Income
Guaranteed! Send selfenaddressed stamped
velope Homeworker, B427MACHINE
SEWING
4SB, Troy, MT 59935.
Operators.
Sewing
ex
BABY SITTER in my home. perience prefered but not
necessary,
full
time.
Apply
Must
have
own
transportation
along
with Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar.
references. Call 753-7318 or
TELEPHONE
SECRET753-5455.
ARY. 4 p.m.-9 p.m. $3. • 65
per
hoOr,
based
on exBREAKFAST COOK -needed
at Triangle Inn, S 12th. St. perience. Call Brent Laird, 7
Apply in-person from 10 a.m. p.m.-9 p.m. 753-8123.
to 2 p.m.
WANTED
PART -time
salesman
BABY SITTER needed in my commission
Selling
Formax
Feeds Must
home. Two small children,
afternoons. 753-0062 before 3 be livestock farmer, For
more information contact, J
P.m.
Wheeler at 328-8164, Sedila
BABYSITTER: Weekdays In Ky.
*ny home located between
and
Murray
Hazel. WANTED! Middle age or
Reference required. 753-0967. older lady to sit with elderly
lady from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30
Prefer
DAY AND NIGHT shift, p.m., Mon.-Fri.
Iran
someone
With
male and female, apply in
sportation.
Call
or
753-8080,
person, Burger Queen, North
after 5:00, 753-9036.
151h, Murray

M 0
ill• ril
il la il
il RN
iil II 1111 II RI
JIUIU dUUUSA
ill
II au...

4 IC1011
S Dropsy

15. ARTICLES FOR SALE

6. HELP WANTED

UMW MIMI
lid
MINIM '
3 iil

•• 111•4•Acmoiy

GENERAL FARM work.
Phone 435-6472 after 8 p.m.

CLINICAL SECRETARYfor Marshall County
Mental Health Center
in Benton. Duties will
include typing, trandictation,
scribing
medical records and
general office duties.
Salary is competitive.

IMMEDIATE OPENING in
Murray area. Age 31 or over,
no
overnight ' travel.
Excellent gringe benefits
for
opportunity
and
promotion, above average
earnings, no experience
necessary. Call 247-6867,
Mayfield. KY, 8:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Experience preferred.
Apply to Mr. Derrell
Smothers,
Center
Supervisor, 1304 Main
Street, Benton, KY
42025, Phone: 527-1434.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

NEEDED! Babysitter for 4 year-old girl. Days, call 4926400 after 4:00 p.m.
NEED CHILD care for
month infant in my. home.
(Sherwood
Forest
SubtranOwn
division).
sportation,
must
have
references Call 753-6329.

KANUTS
q- 2

ta-u.,I F.AL 60T Vik
NERVE TO CALL THAT LITTLE
REP-HAIRED GIRL BUT
DIALED AARCIE ftl? MiSrAgE,
ANC,GOT A PATE tOlT14'
7EPPEIZMINT°MTN _

qou
60046 ell6 BROTHER ?
.
LUHERE ARE

4
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THINK LfOtta

IT'S NOT A
LOST AZT!

TOO 094W-klik54441,
eq6 FROThER

!
,....o.z
.n.•
v
•11..ip

11.4.

=or:
SURE,
TINY

a

CA

I

00

GUESS

TOO

I

BLEW
HARD

01571 Ural Fawn
*AA* lut

20N'T BOTHER

stuffing
$675 WEEKLY
envelopes. $1000 monthly
home working. Proven!
Easy work Send self addressed envelope, Joplid
Enterprises Box 95, Dept 5,
Eagle River Wi 54521.

HELP
WANTED
Applications are now

being accepted for
Nurses Aid Training
Class. Apply in person
Office,
Personnel
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

YORK SPRING Co. Will be
hiring August 29, 1978. Apply
at 203 S. 2nd St. or call 7536646 between 7 a.m. and 3:30
p.m.
10.

OPPORTUNITY

BUS.

DO YOU want the finer
)Earn full time
things in Life'
Income in spare time. Call 1554-5278

FURNISHINGS

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s
& Son, Inc.
205 So. Rh

8.4
1970 TWO BR Fleetwood YARD SALE, Saturday,
mobile home, on 34 acre lot West Main. 759-1985.
$9800 F I RM.In the East
Elementry school district. 43. REAL ESTATE
Call 753-4736.
Your
Buy
HOW-TOO:
home. invest wisely...
home,--11/
2
Mobile
BR
TWO
taxes...be
reduce
bath, coppertone kitchen, prosporus.. We have a trieYelevel oven washer and plex wih 3 apts...potential
dryer, gas and elctric heat. income of up to 500 perAll new carpets. Call 759- month. Invest in your future
4085.
today! Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS 753-1499.
'28. MOB. HOME RENTS

16. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig-Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
Perfect, fully garenteed. Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
cam be arranged, call
Martha Hopper 1-354-6521 or
write Rt. 5 Benton, Ky.
11. FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato stick. Call 489-2126.

1Full or part-time.
Local work, complete
training.
Pre-set
qualified
appointments, no competition. $200-$500 per
week. Call 753-8123 7-9
p.m. for an Intel-View.
Phillips Electric Co.
2501 Jackson St
Paducah. K!.

11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students- all styles all ages.
Contact Monte Fisher at
Chuck's Music, 753-3682.
12. INSURANCE
HOMEOWNERS
itHentana
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY $11 WAYNE WILSON.-FOI MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
RIM ISM' • 302 N. 17111
753.3263.

14. WANT TO BUY
FRONT END Loader for 135
Fergerson Tractor. coll 437
4365
WANT TO Eitiy a load of shell
corn. Call 753-9773.

FESCUE Seed for sale at 24
cent per pound. Call 753-9773
or 753-9900.

15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ARRIVING DAILY used
deep freezers, refrigerators,
dishwashersrelectric and
gas stoves, color TV's
(console and portable and
color and White) Murray
Ford Tractor, 759-4895. 100
School desks left at $1 each
while they last.
"TN 111111111115SAMES (SOK! IOU IOW
MOM^

N,-4Y?

THAT'5 WHY

r
adjas
it
at4

TRAILER FOR RENT. See
B. B. Dill at Dill Trailer Ct
located at the entrance of
Murray Drive In.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
ELECTRIC Guitar with
carrying case and amp. Call
753-4736.

8. Service
753-4471

FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerator
freezer,
crosstop
With
automatic defrost, excellent
player
antique
condition and
piano with rolls. 753-4736.

; aeon

FULL MATTRESS and box
springs, coffee table and two
end tables Call 753 3997

anatirBE ID BE BETTER
xr STAMP COLLECTING
OR SOAP C.,eRvING

I SHOULD 'More UP
Hoses' To wsitLE AVON'

for

Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate

rent.

FUR N I SHIRCLOMg bedroom
apartment near downtown
Murray. Call. 753-4109.
ONE BR furnished apt.
Partial
utilities
Paid,
preferred married couple.
No children. 753.9741.

Phone 753-4431
Pat

Mobley

713-8958

1CX./
LOOK
GREAT,
DIANA.

'
1

Jr nwF PIOLACE
6;4r

f.

11,P/C
119
14'

-

WALL..A

eoreutdo'
mom

CoNro.

Susv ‘v, elk

7;3-657

THREE ROOM Apartment,
furnished. Utilities - furnished. Prefer Bachalar. See
at 500 S 6th Street. Call 753
1664.

plan
TWO BR Unfurnished home
of
10
miles southeast
Murray. - Married cuples
only, reference and deposit
required. 492.8594.

LONARDO PIANO CO.

TWO BR House, gas heat. $50
deposit, $130 per month,
Washer, dryer hookups. One
child,
no
prs
small
Available after Sept. 12. Call
437-4/62 for appointment.

Your Complete Music Store

Across From Post Office
Paris. Tenn.
Baldwin Pianos it Organs

THREE BR house, $150 per
month, $50 security deposit.
No pets, one small child,
stove and refridgerator
furnished. Available now.
Call 437-4462.

ONE YEAR old Montouerdi
stereo console, with AM FM
radio, 8 track Tape Player
and Recorder. $200. Call I489 2114

24. MISCELLANEOUS
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed agedbeef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound.
whole or half 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 95 cents
a pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 642
8201. One mile oath of Paris
on Old Murray road.

40 cars for sale or trade. Some for resale and others for parts only. Good
location for rent. Will conSiderjrade of
property or "what-have-you." For further information write:

P.O. Box 495
Charleston, Mo. 63834

Geneva Giles

Member Multi listing Service and Murray-Callowav
County Board ot Realtors

•

This centrally located budget priced home can
be yours NOW. This has six rooms including two
bedrooms,living room, kitchen, dining room and
utility room. This is complete with carpeting,
refrigerator, stove and dishwasher. Large
basement. This is ready for immediate occupancy.

loveh
Sped,
dining

SE Mae Sono
Nem

Two
reside
tic,..

OUR STAFF

Throw
are os
red in

Bob Rodgers 753-7116
Linda Drake 753-0492
Pam Rodgers 753-7116
Tim Graves 436-2321
Roy Folsom 753-8857

36. RENT OR LEASE

753-4758

JUST
bedro
Shopg

Res.

TWO BR Home on 804 Oliv‘'
for more information call
753-9522 after 5 P.m

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

locati
with
and si
price.

John C. Neubauer
753-7531 Realtor Off. 753-0101

Dear
coup"
Akall
little
anxini

Oatrnan Farley 753-9775

We also have some very choice lakefront property available, as well as some five acre minifarms located near Kentucky Lake.

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.

All Aaross The U.S.A.
FOLKS ARE GOING THE
GALLERY WAY!!
YES! YES! YES!

HAMPSHIRE BOARS and
gilts
Registered
a Id
Commerical. Call anytime.
Marvin Gleaves, Jr. arid
Sons. Pleasant View Tn.
Close to 1-24. 1 615-746-5542.
W. PETS-SUPPLIES.
ANC REGISTERED black
and tan male dachshund 2
months old. $30. Phone 4374693 after 4 p.m
FOX TERRIER Puppies for
sale. Excellent family pets
Call 753-6505 after 4 p.m.

Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrow,
Possum Trot, New York City, Miami, Florida, Murray,
Kentucky or anywhere in the U.S.A.

John Smith
Gallery of flames

GERMAN Shepherd puppies,
male 6 weeks old, call 753.."-•••••••,--•
-11131:REGISTERED
Female
Dochshund. Call 751-4895.

Will Arrange

SILVER Schnauzer. Seven
months old, wih papers. 753'
8046:

MB-

Put rr

that ce

A Smooth Move

SIX
PUPPIES,
half
Doberman and half German
Shepherd. Call 436-2736 after
6 pm.

Call Us Today!!

41. PUBLIC SALES

'
nate

03

PARTLY furnished apt. for
rent. Call 492-8727 from 7-11
a.m. and 8-11 p.m.

Make your arraegereents todai

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

nre011111
Tat*

12th.

Located Southside Court Square
Open Daily Monday-Saturday'

ONE BR House electric heat
$50 deposit, $130 per month.
No pets, 'available after Sept.
4. Call 437 4462

9
'

Mt/09e

O's.
Real

34. HOUSES FOR RENT

Bituminous resurface. Contact Joe Thompson 492-8424, or Ira Morgan 492-8589.

iT

horn
rani
disl
drag
Sinn
igh
land
build
barn
fence
ditio
avail

32. APTS. FOR RENT

*Drums
*Clarinets
*Saxophones
*Flutes
*trombones

Street, length - .20 mile. Type -

4,4001
tilt
yesA •

Nice

12 x 40 TWO BR. Water
furnished, call 7510957.

Street, beginning '
NINY 641 W. ending 5th

,01‘11,1,

•j

753.31•3

information and your appointment into beautiful
living.

OFFICE -BUILDING across
from Murray Post Office,
1.
available September
Phone Max Brandon, 7531975

Neu.& I sed
*Trumpets

The city of Hazel will accept bids on the
following work. Description, Namo-Center_

NO --.-MATTER WHAT I WEAR i.---Vell I ALWAYS SAY THE j
A
, raVetE THINS.
---,ar
1

mom

New listing is firrzel Newly
remodeled 2 bedroom house
on corner let. Has central
ps heat, control or, well
insulated, aluminum siding,
w storm windows and
doors. Priced to sell

TWO BEDROOM on lot. No
pets. Stella Community. 6,70
month, $25 deposit. 759-4059.

MINI-STORAGE
Cell 753-5646.

FOR SALE
OR RENT

WA/ NIGHTS

INAIITOM

Owner says sall Mis
bedroom, 11
/
2 lerN brick
sad stone hese 4 miss
south of Money rite 3 pies
acres. Nome Ms greet room
with firepleco, bitches will,
ell tile extras. Reedy to
novo into and priced to sell
quickly.

From copper gutters to brick sidewalks and
patio to an interior of rock maple mutschler
cabinets and exquisit master bedroom and bath
this 4 bedroom home in one of the most exclusive
areas of Murray is offered for sale. Quality
features too numerous to mention call for more

30. BUS. RENTALS
MUSIC
LESSONS:
Immediate openings for
piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to advanced. Rental purchase
plan on piano and organ.
Clayton, Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753 7575.

PIANOS 8 ORGANS-large
selection available, rental
purchase plan available.
COUCH,4 old kitchen chairs,
Selection-quality-price can
recliner, in-door, out-door
not be beat anywheYe. Shop
vacuum cleaner. 753 9269
for yourself and see. Open
Friday's till 8:00. Claytorts,
Dixieland Shopping Center,
41-113-41-471
753-7575.
Freezers&
SELMER SIGNET trumpet,
Room Air
excellent condition, all ac
cesories included. 9300. Call
Conditioners
753-8.517.
West Ky.
SILVER Trumpet $250. 753Appliance Center
8888251.
445
143
41es

FOR
1542 0
larjaet
dining
parqui
f'repaid
built- Ii
washer
7 extra
gar agi
scaped
6156.

WILSON

MOBILE HOME 12 x 40, two
bedroom, water furnished
Call 753-0957.

TOBACCO Sticks for sale.
Call 753-9773.

iereal/pachase

41. REAL ESTATE

MOBILE
HOMES
and
mobile home spaces for rent,
at .Riviera Courts. Call 7533280.

MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used• tractors,
farm
equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and combines
at discount prices. We will
trade for anything of value

Try ow

43. RII
-3 Bedr
on ove
den v.
area,
large
beautii
car ga
x 34 po
$32,501
SHROI
Jeff's
1707.

ALL
$125.
ELECTRIC
month,175. deposit. Two BR,
call 753-4808.

102 N. Me - 753-53971-7

a•Al
WAR

A

SALE. Three
MOWING
party, Sat., Sun.. and Mon.,
9-'? GE 15 cu.ft. refrigerator,
no frost, electric stove,
furniture, dishes, nick-nicks,
books, shoes, men, women
and children's clothing, all
for
Something
sizes.
1970 HALMARK all electric everyone. 113 N. 9th. St.
12x52 partly furnished in
cluding new washer and YARD SALE 8-5 Saturday at
dryer and kitchen aP 907 Vine. Something for
pliances. Very nice, 55200. everyone.
Call 753-1877 or 753-4074.
YARD SALE, Corner of
Ryan Ave and Kentucky Ave.
Two BR Magnolia 10x55, 9 am untill ? Saturday Sept
$2900. Call 753-3280 before 5 2nd. Cancelled in case of
p.m.
rain.

22. MUSICAL

SALES

PRINTING
ter s•ivierit,

BEETLE BAILEY
SE Ri&HT WITH
'IOU, I JUST'
WANT TO PROP
OFF THIS
5U96ESTION

PART -time
WANTED
salesman.
commission
Selling Formax Feeds. Must
be livestock farmer. For
more Information contact, J. 16. HOME
Wheeler at 328-8164. Sedila
Ky.

suri

11
1
mmaii•

t.

41. PUSLIC SALES

24. MISCELLANEOUS

4. HELP WANTED

LOST A One year old male
boxer dog 753-0317 or 7534606.

112 1111111 iillIdIggil
ii
Mil MR
iluiiu al
• II •
iii ill id
" Ifni
a nil ii
WI MU 3° III NM

1

A. HELP WANTED

STUFFERS and mailers
Urgently Needed! $25. - per
hundred Guaranted. Send
stamped
self-addressed
envelope, TK Enterprises,
Box 21679, Denver Co 80221

S. LOST & FOUND

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger II
Times

41 Diphthong
42 Retinue
• Finn
45 Knock
47 - man
49 Uncooked
50 Delineate
52 Conceals
54 Prefix down
55 Calm
Si Joyful

I

I',

rh.

e

omar e

John Smith,
-Realtor

FOUR PARTY garage sale,
Saturday, September 2, at
Bucy's Market IA Almo
Hel#11171VOW4'IFS7'
•
FOUR PARTY Yard_ Sale
Sept 4
S. S am 'until!?
Articles for isle Include
clothing, (adult, maturnIty,
children infant), baby Items,
Ken Holland Prints, quilts,
Evenings Call
misc new and used Items.
Ron Talent 753-9894
Located two mileS SCRIM of
Cynthia Gamble 759-1398
Murray on 121 across from
Linda !McKinney 753-8567
Old Salem Church rood.
AWMIMIler

741
or

753-7411 Anytime

stores
farm t

I'

TATE

PAGE II THE MURRAY,
Ky., LEDGER is TIMES, Saturday, September
2, 19711

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

43. REAj- ESTATE
43 REAL ESTATE
3 Bedroom brick and frame
on over 4/
1
2 acres Very nice
den with fireplace, dining
Poplar-Bentor
area, kitchen, utility room,
large living room with
beautiful view, gas heat, 2
car garage with gas heat, 24
34 pole barn and more only
$32,500.
THE
REALTY
NELSON
SHR OAT REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center, 7591707.
ancsia

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

QUALITY

502 Maple
753 4342

6271468 - 7539625

ON
soli ibis 3
1 2 berth kick
home 4 Wks
'Tay with 3 phi
Ms great rem
kitchen with
ros. Reedy to
nd priced to well

FOR SALE BY OWNER,
1542 Oxford Drive, 3 extra
LOVELY COUNTRY Home
law bedrooms, living room, just
2 miles from Murray
dining room with wood
with beautiful view of
parquet floor, den with
countryside.
Aluminum
fireplace, eat-in-kitchen with
built-in range and dish- siding exterior, gas heat,
large
living
room,
extra
washer, utility room, 2 baths, large
dining room, large
7 extra large closets, 2 car
utility
dry
garage, beautifully land- basementarea, full
witi fire place,
scaped, 3100 square feet. 753- good
well
and
septic,
neat
as
6156.
a pin and sits on 2 acres for
only 532,500. THE NELSON
SKROAT REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center, 759
1707

it Nasal - Newly
!bedroom' Mese
it. Res control
sutrsi air, well
heroine. Odin,
windows end
d to sell.

im]

YD-MA10
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

YD-MAJ
REAL ESTATE

• Prulesaiunal Services
With The Friendly Touch"
Nice 3 bedroom, B.V.
home, electric heat,
range,
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
all
draperies
included.
Situated on 26 acres,
highly productive crop
land. Excellent outbuildings, 2 tool sheds,
barn, etc. Chain link
fenced backyard. Additional crop land
available if desired. In
60's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N:
12th.

walks and
mutschler
and bath
I exclusive
le. Quality
11 for more
to beautiful

n9
uare
rdav

I

"NEW, year round,
lakefront
home,"
brand new, "never
been lived in," 3-4 BR
lakefront home. /
story, 2,000 sq. ft. of
living area, 2 bath,
central heat and air,
plush wall to wall car
pet, well insulate
fireplace,
cypres
wood deck on 3 sides.
All the extras yo
would expect in
quality built home an
at a down to ea
rice!

43. REAL ESTATE

A home can
ncluding two
small but unique cottage
ce; built-in range in kitchen;
onl be on market long at this

1977 CHEVROLET Caprice
Elec.
Landau.
Classic
windows, door locks, cruise,
tilt, AM-FM, 8 track. 7591107

45. FARMS FOR SALE

1

AIR CONDITIONED, all
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
part basement, dishwasher,
stove, disposal, on large lot
in-Keniand Subdivisionl. Call
436-2473.
BY OWNER. Priced for
Quick sale. Three bedroom,
two bath, large family room,
living room, dining room,
kitchen with appliances.
Central heat and Air.
Drapes, carpeted, fireplace,
large corner lot. Two miles
from Murray off 121 South.
753-9580.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

)ff. 753-0101

Sunny and Cheerful- 2
JUST ON THE MARKET T
itchen-walk to Southside
bedroom brick-f
Shopping Center... v or you and priced in the 20s.
Lovely landscaping for
Spacious living ro.2
dining plus eat-in k

utdoor enjoyment . .
anklin fireplace, formal
Vr°
uble garage-low 30's.

Two story solid brick lends itself for dual purposes,
residence with business or apartments or professional office - already property zoned and only priced in the 30's
Throw out the Aspirin! Your house hunting headaches
are over! Take one glance at this 3 bedroom frame... fenced in baickyard... close to schools and shopping

5

'ront proper! acre mini-

Dear Abby. What would you recommend for a young
couple in love and tired of renting?
A:Call LORETTA JOBS REALTORS and let us show you this
little 2 bedroom, I bath, priced in the teens. Owner
anxious to sell... Make offer!

U.S.A.
IG THE
Y!!
S!

ey's Eyebrow,
lorida, Murray,

753-1492

TOBACCO STICKS
FOR SALE

Put more under roof for less. A steel building
that can't leak and is maintenance free. Ideal for
stores, shops, warehouses, air plane hangers,
farm buildings or grain storage.

SEVEN DAY BUILDING SYSTEMS
Aurora, Ky.
(502)474-2711
r: -a A CFRTITTEri

MILE Y'S-I.E.RNIITE L.PEST CUT ROL .
- NW SieraIle 441h SOW -i
/
M URRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

imble 759-1398

5021480e
753 4342

Phone 753 391 1
ROA C HE 5-- S IL vERFISH-SHRUSS

P1S1
•it • I •

PEST

OW1101
•SLOC
oOm

HOUSE AND four acres,
fenced,
nice
setting,15
minutes to Murray at
Puryear. Call days 901-6423986. Nights 901 642-3986.
PRICE
REDUCED!
bedroom carpeted, walk in
closets, 2 baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room, central
gas heat and electric air,
entry hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining area,
kitchen with dishwasher and
disposal, built-in stove with
hood, food center and many
cabinets. Central vacuum,
patio with grill, intercom,
landscaped,
near
high
school, 804 Minerva Place,
753-0196 or 753-7906.

Weekends & Evenings Coll.
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4863
P.m Movity 753-4674
Don Tucker 753-1930

47. MOTORCYCLES

WE HAVE lust listed a
reasonably
priced
two
bedroom home in a central
location. Thls is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
close to shopping downtown,
school and hospital
The
home included the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dishwasher. Call JOHN
C
NEUBAUER REALTOR, 206
N 4th St, 753 0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy

1978
HARLEY-Davidson
Superglide has some extras.
753-2815 or 492-8525.
11. USED CARS
3Q A Model Sedan. 5800, 753
3496 or 753 6883.
1975 AUDI 100 LS, fuel in
lectIOn, 4-13, a-c, AM FM,
tape, automatic, power
brakes and steering, new
Michelin XSX tires, 24 mpg ,
53100 753 9866 after 5 pm

8
5
A

4

1975 Ford
Mustang
11899.00
4 speed. 34,000 miles
1177 GAIC
Pick-up
1.3199.00
6 cylinder, straiert shift
1976 Chevrolet
Caprice ...
$4499.00
4 door loaded
1976 Chevrolet
BEllbewskey
14999.00
1977 Chevrolet
*We Carlo London. 1,3599.0d

Immediate opening for a Electrical-Instrument
Maintenance Mechanic. Applicant MUST have a
minimum of three(3) years experience in BOTH
Industrial-Electrical and instrument maintenance, as well as experience in pnuematic instrumentation. Excellent starting wage along
with company paid insurance, vacation, etc. No
other applications being taken or considered at
this time.
• 7

---Deataet:
Dine D. Smith Sr.
Personnel Mgr.
VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CO-OPERATION, Rt. 2 Box
54 Murray, Ky. 42011
PRONE: 502-153-49211

1971 TRIUMPH TR-6 42,000
actual miles. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9920.
1975 TOYOTA Corola, 2-door,
good condition, $2400. Call
436-2236.

1973 CHEVROLET, camper
special truck with or with
camper top. Call 753-8061.

5

8

Black,loaded. sun roof.
1177 Chevrolet
tia Dooley. ..... SS111.00
Black. poser steering,
brakes and acr
Many moer used end sew 7
cars and trucks to pick
free. Grain beds, pick-ups,
5
.
con, Km,etc.

Salesmen:
Mickey Boggess

Cs

A.

S.

Jan Dalton
Jerry Boyd

1973 PONTIAC, Bonneville,
Power, Air, Vinyl top. $1075.
1970 PONTIAC, Catalina,
like new Call 753-8014.
1976 SUNBIRD in excellent
condition. Priced at $2,400
Call 492 8374
•

1968 FORD pickup with
Automatic, Power
topper
and Air. 1971 VW. Both in
excellent condition. Can be
seen at 916 N 18th Street.
81/2
' cabover self'contained
truck camper with lacks.
Good condition. Will connsider trade for pull-type
camper. 753-1566, 753-4599.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.

SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
field lines layed, all types
backhoe work. Rex Camp,

7stssrn,

BACKTOPP
MITCHELL
ING - sealing, patching,
striping. For tree estimates
call 753-1537.

SOLAR
ENERGY
headquarters,
residential,
commercial, and industrial.
Also, dealers for Volcano II,
NEED TREES cut? Landolt the most efficient wood
Tree Service. Call George burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 2471253.
Landolt, 753-8170.
607 W. Broadway.

33. SERVICES OFFERED
ALCOA ALUMINUM Siding,
Budget
Priced,
Free
Estimates.
Immediate
service Call 437-4338 or 527
1132.

CARPET
CLEANING.
References.
For
free
estimates call 759-4085.
CARPET CLEANING %fibreback, steam, dry cleaning,
references.
Reasonable
rates, free estimates. Call
759-4085 or 753-5816.
FOR ALL Your carpentry,
roofing, painting, and carpet
laying needs contact Joe
Easley, 753-4908 Will do your
add jobs.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
installed
per
your
8 FOOT Week ender Camper specification
s. Call Sears
350. Call 435,
4588.
753-2310 for free estimates.
SI. CAMPERS

There has never been a Preharvest sale like this one.
We're cutting prices on all
Starcrafts Travel trailers
and Pop-ups. Come in and
take a look at what preharvest time can mean.
Reap your rewards early for
fall camping. WHITE'S
CAMPER SALES East__94
Hwy towards Ken Lake. Call
753-0605.

HAVING Trouble getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753 8056.
INTERIOR AND Exterior
Painting. Have referhn
ces.Call 759- 1228.
J. L. BLACKTOP paving and
repairing. Call 753-1537.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating. sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203.

Marble

See it at...

Thornton Tile
& Marble

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal . department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson after 5 p.m.
753-7149.

RESPONSIBLE; Honest, 22
year old male with MS
degree, needs part or full
time job. Call Mark at 7531977 SUMMERSET ski boat, 3940.
161
/
2 ft., 175 horsepower
Evinrude, Brown and gold ROOF IhtG,
excellent
metalflake. Call 753-8647.
references_ Call 7571484
between 7 and 3:30, ask for
Shelley.

FOR YOUR septic tank and
backhoe work needs. Also
Septic tank cleaning. Call
1971 TOYOTA pickup truck. John Lane. Phone
753-8669 or
MO. In good running con- 436-5348.
dition, call 753-4104.

The Ultimate in
Bathroom Decor
Now you can have a bathroom that is
not only beautiful, but durable and
practical as well.

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs, barns,
farms and homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co„, Route 2,
Box 409 A., Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 4A27026.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-5271836 after 5 p.m.
WILL DO Babysitting in my
home on week days. Call 7537547YOUNG WIFE Wanting to do
girl Friday and office work in
the afternoons. (After 12:30)
Experienced as clerk and
salesperson, telephone
receptionist,
handling
money,
working
with
monthly statements, office
machines, and
keeping
reccords, 753 4589 or 753-8212.
56. FREE COLUMN
WANTED FARM Tractors,
equipment, and trucks for
our confindment sale at
Murray fair grounds September 16. For more information contact Murray
Ford Tractor, 759-4895 Sale
being held by Hale Auction
Co.Sikeston Mo.

OPEN HOUSE
You'll come. Cast aside your modern day cares and travel
back to 1848 AS you visit "Seclusaval," Western Kentucky's
historic mansion honored by the National Register of •
Historic Places.
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday,September 3
2.00 to 4.00
Take highway 141 S to k6gglieseary 2geopos News% awe%
apprbximatelv 3 miles. OR take highway 94 E to Highway
280. turn South and go approximately 8 miles.

75:)-1492
/

/

1200 Sycamore

FOR SALE
2 Lots No. 38 and No. 41 in Oak Hills
Estates near Paris Landing State Park
with Mobile Home on 1 lot. These lots
are the property of Mrs. E. E. Gardner
will be sold by the Court at Henry
County Courthouse on September 15,
1978 at 10 a.m. These are_cboice-lots for
more information contact...
Charles Conger, Paris, Tn. 642-3161
or
Elmo Gardner, Murray, Ky. 753-2771

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
You can STILL Buy a Time-Proven
Gas Saving, Long Lasting

DATSUN B-210

"Qualits That Will Please"
".fl. 9th

753-5719

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
205Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday -Friday 7:30-Noon

ELECTRICAL-INSTRUMENT
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

1978 PROCRAFT Bass Boat,
115 hp'. Evinrude, 2 depth
finders, silvertrol 12 24
trolling motor, overland
trailer. 15800, call 753-7648
after 5 p.m.

604 Minh 12th Street
Phan (502)753-7114
Mierrny, Kentocky 42071

,'72 CHEVROLET pickup
,"SHARP" $1600 firm. '74
'Chevrolet 4-wheel drive,
"ROUGH" $2000 or best
offer. Serious inquiries only.
753-7889 between 7 a.m. and 5
P.m.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, hoc.

753-4451

1974 HONDA CL-200 wih
helmet, like new
and
resonably priced. Call 4447824 after 5 p.m.

Murray
Datsun Inc.

A COMPLETE Insulation.
Service.
Cellulose,
Fiberglass, Foam, TVA
approved.
Kentucky-Tenn.
1972
Chevrolet
Super 1962 CHEVROLET 2 ton Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box
Cheynne pickup. Best offer. truck, mid west bed with 258, Murray, Ky. (502)-435dump, 2 speed axel. $1300. 4527.
Call 474-2347.
call 435-4237 after 6 p.m.
Drain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc
BYARS BROTHERS & Son7 1978 tHEVROLET Truck, General
home remodeling,
350 S.W.B. Overhead cam, framing, aluminum
1
siding
stall
speed,
shift
kit,
con•
and gutters. Call 1 354 8951 or
verter, 4tabi Holly carb, 411 1-362-4895.
Dwain Taylor
4
. rear end, Mags, oversize
Chevrolet, Inc.
tires, stereo, 40 watt booster, BUSH
HOGGING, North
Tac, Tarp. 4500 miles Call Calloway
641 South Murray, Ky
County and South
753-1593.
Marshall County, 753-2418.
7c3 2617 ;
0
1977 CHEVY Contempo van, CHIMNEY
1973 Cramaillat
CLEANING, bird
air, AM-FM, CB, power screens
installed, minor
lop& Camps ... $1399.00
steering
and brakes, cruse, repair work by Cliff
One owner, automatic,
Heegel,
new tires, 26,000 miles. Call Magic Hat
power steering, brakes and
Chimney Sweeps
753-0083.
air
Call 759-4878.

J.H. Nix

Murray, Kentucky

Setting on a large and
beautifully landscaped
lot is this unique 2500
sq. ft. 4 bedroom, 2
bath brick home. Built
in 1965 from old
Louisville homes, this
proud home is a
modaszt. antique, you
have to see her inside
and out to fully a.
preciate.

1200 Sycamore

New 52" Long Sawed Sticks.
Phone 753-5674
-- tabby Patehat-

mw

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

1975-15 ft. Ouachita Bass
Boat. 1978 60 HP Mariner
r'notor, low rance depth
finder, $3,000. Call 753-9349,

1970 CHEVROLETT pickup 1978 TRAMS AM, white,
truck wih topper, v-8, factory tape, power windows, tilt, cruse control and
automatic. CAII 753-8780.
air. Call 753-2414 or 759-1518.
1969 Chevrolet Wagon, needs
1967 VOLVO, runs good, new
work. $350. Call 4365610.
tires. Call 753-9371.
15f77 CORVETTE, loaded,
50. USED TRUCKS
sharp. Call 753-3259

LAKEVIEW
LOTS
in
restricted subdivision at 1973
prices. Central water, call
Robert Morris, 436-2473.

Southsode Court Square

xuer

1974 CORVETTE, 1 owner
car, excellent condition, may
be seen at 509 Whitriell Ave.
or call 753-7318. After 5:30
753-5455.

FOR SALE by owner: Lot 11/2
miles east of Murray, on
C Jod road and 500 ft of Hwy.
A. City water, no restric
tions, not in a subdivision.
Call Bob Futrell 753-7668
days and 753 2394 nights.

40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft highway
frontage, old house loo
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$27,500..
Charles
B
OPPORTUNITY FOR your McCuiston 753-5124.
business Now available up
to 3400 square foot of car
peted, air conditioned, 46. HOMES FOR SALE
centrally heated, secured,
building to develope your
own
business. .ideally
Waldrop Realty
located, ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
in Business
available financing for you
Since 1956"
too! Unbelievable? Try Us!
753-1492 LORETTA JOBS
753-5446
REALTORS

STUNNING
CONTEMPORARY Glassed wall in foyer
brings one to the great room
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and two
baths.Ad one acre land two
miles from Murray and then
call' 753-1492. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

1===

COLLECTOR'S Item: 63
Corvair van automatic,
and
everything
motor
rebuilt. $800, 354-6217.

14. LOTS FOR SALE

"Tour Key People
hi Reef tstete"
753-7774
Murray, By
401 Sycamore

El
0 0 0 000

1974 BRONZE Datsun 260-Z.
Air, AM-FM, Mitchelm tires,
45,000 miles. Call 753-0083.

16 ACRES all wooded, approximately 500 ft. on
blacktop county road. CAII
436-2473.

Guy Spann Realty

1972 OPEL Rally, 4 speed,
good condition. Call 753-9453 HOUSEBOAT, 1973 42 foot,
after 5 pm.
Gibson Fly Bridge,twinn 225
hp engines, 7.5 Kanan
1968 OLDS
Very good generator, air conditioned,
condition, 4-speed, in dash all electric fully equiptecl,
tape, low miles. Contact less then 175 hours on
George at J & J Apt. 18 engines. Excellent condition.
beside the Sonic Drive-1n.
Call 753-7460 or 753-8640

erre0

7-

TELEPHONE 75316051

nay-(alloway

TAKE
CI4ANCL-5

S3. SERViCES OFFERED

53. SERVICES OFFERED

1973 FORD AAAVRICK, 6 1973 BASS BOAT, motor, and
cylinder, automatic with air. trailer. Best offer, call 753$1195. 489-2595.
7495.

1972 OPEL Rally, 4 speed,
1
2 HP SCOTT outboard for a
good condition. Call 753-9453 3/
good used trolling motor. 435after 5 pm.
4237 after 6 p.m.
1970 PONTA1C Catalina, Iftte
new. Call 753-8014.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
1968 PLYMOUTH Fury 111, heat and cooling bills. Call
good condition. 1967 Buick Sears 753-2310 for free
Special fair condition. Best estimates.
offer on both. Call 753-2346
197e United Feature Synd;cate
Inc after 5:30 pm.
1977 MODEL PROCRAFT
1640 Bass Boat,150 HP Black
Max motor, fully equipted.
49. USED CARS
Phone 753 9646.
D A T SpeNi

Weekends I Evenings Coll
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4868
Pons Iliovity 753 4624
Don Tucker 753 1930

COMMERCIAL BUILDING, 1510 Sq. Ft. like
new condition, 40 x 20
office area, Pt baths,
40 x 43 shop or storage
area. Well insulated,
central gas heat, central air conditiOn. 2
acres of land. Priced
in the 50's. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

52. BOATS & MOTORS

---mmounr

•Professional Services
With The Fnendly Touch"
ECONOMICAL LP/I
NG
CLOSE
T
UNIVERSITY. 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 down de 1
or 2 up, 142 baths,
living room 8z kitchen.
Could be used for
apartments.
1'2
Basement,
double
garage unattached Barn for storage. Immediate
occupancy.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate,105 N. 12th.

CtGARETTES

I

South 12th at Sycamor•

HOUSE
HUNTING?

Located on wooded
with living room v.
and screened
price.

CIGARETTES GIGARRIE5
ORLY
FFEsUmEl
SAFE:
To 5t
SAFE
I •
a
BEM
0 0 00000
-"!.!obar =-1
0
vin
umili
z
iorr
a

753-8080

Susv Wells
-13-1-411

ing room and
.h carpeting,
sher. Large
mediate oc-

6t. USED CARS

Closed /11 Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

mita SHAVE S1 25
PRICE NAM CUT SLR)
For Neepital & Neon Calls Mama 753-4•13

BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted,.kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

--OiiiiilrilleilairEllite
01 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301

PHONE
5024854961

FOR UNDER $3,500!!
(Stock No. 167, Stock No. 220)

MURRAY
DATSUN,INC.
604 South 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
Phone (502)753-7114
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'Obituaries'
Services Sunday
For Mrs. Jones,
Died On Friday
Services for Mrs. Edith
Jones, 95, Route.1, Dexter,
who died Friday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
will be Sunday at Brooks
Chapel
United
Methodist
Church with burial in the
Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Linn Funeral Home in
Benton is in charge of
arrangements where friends
may call today at 2 p.m.
Mrs. Jones, the daughter
of the late Elias and Nancy
Hopkins, was a member of
Brooks
Chapel
United
Methodist Church. Rev. Glen
Elliot
and
Rev. Julian
Warren will officiate the
funeral Sunday.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
a
daughter. Mrs. Cecil
(Mildred Jones, Route 1,
Dexter; three sons survive,
Rob Jones and Alfred Jones,
both of Route 1, Dexter, and
Jodie Jones. Kirby, West Va.
Another son. Huel Jones,
preceded her in death.
Nine - grandchildren, 17
great-grandchildren and four
great-great
grandchilden
also survive.

Temple Hill Church
To Hear Lassiter

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday

Multimedia Program
At Murray State

Bro. John .Dale will speak
on "To Live Is Christ" with
scripture from Philippians
1:21-24 at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. services, and on "God
Is No Respector Of Persons"
with scripture from Acts
10:34,35 at the six p.m.
service on Sunday, Sept. 3,
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services
will be Jack Rose, Jerry
Bolls, Don A. Moseley,
Vernon
Anderson, Jamie
Potts,LEd A. Thomas; Tirn
Stephens-,
Harr-Iron,
Roy
Stafford Curd. Mike Lyons,
Charles Olree, and Bob Lax.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper
be
will
Floyd
Garland, Steve Roberson,
Leon Adams, Paul Kelly,
Wylie. Marci
and Sam
Mowery will be the teen
nursery helper.
Serving the audience for
The Lord's Supper during
September will be Billy Nix,
Herman Lassiter, Leemon
Nix, Owen Moseley, William
Evans,
Gargus,
Garry
Sammy Parker. Roy Harmon, Bobby Johnson. Z. B.
Russell. Euin Dick, and
Lorin Watson.
.Bus drivers for September
will be Gary Lamb, Loyd
Thompson. Mark Pugh, and
Steve Simmons.
Nursery attendants for the
month will be Rebecca
Clark, Millie Ward, Janice
Nix, Jean Wilson, Peggy
Hendon, Sandra Garland,
Robbie
LaMastus, Patsy
Higgins. Carrie Spurlock,
Linda
Pugh, and
Ann
Parker.
Bible study will be held at
9:40 a.m. on Sunday.

Charlie
Lassiter,
lay
speaker from Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church.
, will speak at the ten
a.m. services on Sunday,
Sept. 3, at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church,
located on Highway 464, east
of Almo.
The speaker on Sunday.
Sept. 10, at ten a.m. will be
Lowell Palmer. lay speaker
from the Kirksey United
-Methodist Church.
"What Is Life For?" will
Sunday School will be at
be the subject of the sermon
eleven a.m. each Sunday.
by the Rev. Martin Mattingly at the masses at St.
Leo's Catholic Church on
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. and
on sunday at eight a.m.,
eleven a.m., and 4:30 p.m.
Rev. Mattingly will read
Holy Communion will be his scripture from Matthew
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m. 16:21-27. Nursery for two to
worship service on Sunday, six year olds will be open at
Sept. 3. at St. John's the eleven a.m. service on
Episcopal Church. Main and Sunday.
Coffee
and
Broach Streets, Murray,
doughnuts will be served
The
Rev. • Stephen after the eight and eleven
Davenport, vicar of the a.m. services.
church,
will
be
the
celebrant. Serving as acolyte
will be Ben Moore. .

Catholic Church

Schedules Masses

Holy Communion At
Episcopal Church

Grace Baptists To

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m
356.0.
Below dam 301.7, down 0.2.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.1.
Below dam 304,4, down 0.6.
Sunset 7:26 p.m. Sunrise
6:28 a.m.

As personalized
as your needs.
Let us compare
—price,
protection
and service.

BOB NANNEY
hi INSURANCE
AGENCY

CO
ca)

107 N 4th
Murray
753-4937

Representing:
FEDERAL KEMPER
INSURANCE COMPANY

Hear Pastor Speak
At Sunday Services
The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Sept. 3.
Directing the song, service
will be Ronald Hardison
with
Dwane
Jones
as
organist and Terry Downey
as pianist. The choir will
sing -While Ages Roll" at
the morning service.
Sunday School will .be at
9:45
a.m.
with
Steve
Smotherman
as superintendent
Josephine
and
Manning as secretary.
Nursery workers will be
Faye Tefft, Gail Workman,
Freda Jones, Terry Downey.
and Bonnie Hale. Randall
Underhill, 753-7466, will be
bus driver for September,
but for bus information call
Don Hale, 753-3063.
The church deacons will
ineet Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
The Wednesday
business
meeting and youth study
group will be at 7:30 p.m.

tionday Special

62.39

Our Chopped Sirloin Real

Includes our garden-fresh salad bar! Also
fries or baked potato, Stockade Toast,•_

-A- cortipietf meal, priced like a snack?

!MOW

STOCKADE'

Bel-Air Shopping Cent

A multimedia program
entitled "Son et Liuniere" to
dramatize art history concepts will be presented for the
first time at Murray State
University on Wednesday
evening, Sept. 6.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the presentation developed by
art historian Mary Jane
Timmerman will include a
live dancer, color slide
projections of ancient greek
and Roman art and architecture, and a soundtrack.
Open to the public at no
charge, the program will
consist of the simultaneous
showing of images from the
ancient civilizations while the
dancer performs to music by
Carl Orff, a 20th century
German composer.

Presbyterians Will
Resume Regular
Hours On Sunday
The First Presbyterian
Church, Main and 16th
Streets, Murray, will resume
their regular services at
10:45 a.m. on Sunday, Sept.
3.
Church School for all
ages will be at 9:30 a.m.
The Rev. Buzz Rabatin,
pastor of the church, will
speak
on
the
subject,
"Dance A Little," at the
Sunday
morning worship
service. His scripture will be
from II Samuel 6:12-20.
Kathy Mowery will direct
the choir and Lisa Slater
will be organist. Nursery
will be available during the
service of worship.
Activities on Wednesday
will be choir rehearsal at
6:30 p.m. and stewardship
committee at 7:30 p.m., and
on Thursday, Congregational
Care at 3:30 p.m. and
Christian Education at 7:30
p.m.

West Murray Church
To Start Bible
Class On Tuesday
The West Murray Church
of Christ, located at Doran
Road and Holiday Drive,
Murray, will begin a new
adult-level Bible course on
"Old Testament History and
Geography" on Tuesday,
Sept. 5.
Classes will be held at ten
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesday. The remaining
sessions will be held on
Monday nights from 7:30 to
nine p.m. and on Tuesday
mornings from ten to 11:30
a.m., except on Sept. 11 and
12, when the teacher will be
in a meeting in Jonesboro,
Tenn.
The teacher for the class
will be James E. Cooper,
evangelist for the church,
and is open to any person of
high school age or above.
Regular services at the
church are Sunday School at
ten a.m., morning assembly
at 10:50 a.m., and evening
assembly at six p.m., all on
Sunday, and Bible study at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday.

Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos

Mexico Could Become
Leading Oil Country

The Rev. Dr. David C.
Roos, minister of the First
Christian Church, will speak
on the subj&t, "Does It Fall
MEXICO CITY (AP) L
From the Sky Above?" at Mexico would replace Saudi
the 10:45 a.m. worship Arabia as the country with
civilization and to permit it to service on Sunday, Sept. 3.
the world's largest known oil
Margaret
Porter
enjoy the arts and settings of
will reserves if estimates given•
direct the choir as they sing by President Jose Lopez
another time.
"Son et Lumiere" was the anthem, "The Hem of Portillo prove correct.
developed on a fellowship His Robe.". Karin McFerron
In an annual state of the
will be worship leader with union address Friday, Lopez
from the university's Center
David Daughaday as candle Portillo said Mexico has a
for the Enhancement of
Teaching Effectiveness and lighter.
potential oil reserve of 200
Elders serving will be Dr. billion barrels and that it
designed as a prototype model
Woodfin Hutson and Dr. has trillions of cubic feet of
for teaching art history
through
use
the
of William F. Smith, Jr. Elmer natural gas as well.
coffins,
Dave
dramatization.
Eldredge,
Up to now Saudi Arabia
Two scenic cantatas by Orff, Norman Hale, and Leon has been considered the
''Catuili Carmina" and Smith will serve as deacons. world leader in oil reserves.
"Trionfo di Afrodite," were Greeters will be Mrs Gene with 170 billion barrels.
selected to score the event. Landolt,- Lore Landolt, and
"The caprices of old seas
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells.
Janet Goss will perform
and jungles left a generous
Official church visitor of print on the greater part of
dances choreographed by
the week will be Frank our republic," Lopez Protillo
Deborah
Holland,
with
Roberts.
•
costumes designed by Julia
said. He said nearly 7,000
Sunday School will be at square miles along Mexico's
Harris.
projection 9:30 a.m., God Squad will coasts and 10 times that
and
Sound
assistance will be provided by meet at 5:30 p.m. and Youth offshore are potentially rich
Dr. Franklin Fitch, Joe Group at six p.m. on Sun- in crude oil and natural gas.
The quirk of nature apJackson, and Jon Whitmer. day.
parently created a pool of
Ms. Timmerman has been a
oil and natural gas under
faculty member at Murray
much of the Mexican coast
State since 1970.
along the Gulf of Mexico.
There is even some evidence
the oil stretches across the
The .itev._.Dr. Walter E. Sierra Madres to the Pacific
Mischki, Jr., will speak on coast.
subject,
the
Oil experts in Mexico City
"Christian
Social Grace," at the 8:45 said the new goverdment
and 10:50 a.m. worship increase in the reserve
estimate is very significant
Ms. Beverly Smothers, services on Sunday, Sept. 3.
Soloist at both services because officials at PEMEX,
director of the Morrowbone
government
oil
Baptist Children's Center in will be Lavaughn R. Wells the
Helier, Ky., will speak on who will sing "The Greatest monopoly, have for years
"State Missions Message" at Of These." Paul Shahan will been extremely conservative
the seven p.m. worship direct the song service with in plotting the oil reserves.
In early 1977, it announced
sevices on Sunday, Sept. 3, Mrs. Richard Farrell as
17 billion barrels in proven
at the First Baptist Church. organist.
Ushers for September will reserves at a time when
Special music will be by
the Church Choir, directed be Willie Jackson, L. C. foreign experts said the
by Wayne Halley, minister Ryan, Larry Robinson, Jeff
of music, with Joan Bowker Oakley, Otis Brooks, Joe
as organist and Allene Fridy, James Frank, Roy
Knight as pianist. A solo will Folsom, Gary Haverstock,
George Bell, Wells Purdom,
be sung by Mr. Halley.
At the 10:45 a.m. services Jr., and John T. Irvan.
Church School will be held
on Sunday, the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, will at 9:45 a.m. Sunday.
Dr. James Stewart, a
speak
bn
the ' subject,
member of the biology
"Putting Your Money Into A
faculty at Murray State
WASHINGZON ( AP) —
With
Bag
Holes" with
University for the past year,
Die Democratic Party has
scripture from Haggai 1:2-8.
has been invited to present a
James Rogers, deacon of the repaid $600,000 in national scientific paper at the .sixth
week, will assist in the debts since January and has International Symposium on
raised an additional $763,000,
services.
Streptococci, to be held Sept.
Following
evening' allowing it to open its first 12-15
the
at
St.
Anne's
regional
offices in 20 years
.service, a reception will be
University,
Oxford, England.
and
hand
out
the
first
cash
held in
honor of Ms.
to
Smothers in the Fellowship contributions
Stewart, who came to
Hall of the church. A shower congressional candidates in Murray State from Millikin
of gifts for the center will be 1.2 years, party chairman University, Decatur, Ill., will
John C. White says.
held at the same time.
present a paper entitled
White told a news conSunday School will be at
"Isolation and Preliminary
Wednesday
the
9:30 a.m. A new class to ference
Characterization of Temminister to mentally han- party's debit"- had been perature Sensitive Mutants
dicapped boys and girls will reduced from slightly more of
Streptoccus
and
meet on the second floor of than $3 million in January to -----Pyogenes,"
a
genetical
$2.4
million.
He
said,
"We've
the auditorium in the norstudy.
theast corner room with breathed a little life into the
Scientists from around the
Miss Karen Hussung and Democratic donkey and can world will be attending the
Mrs. J. M. Converse as get the party back into four-day symposium.
politics."
teachers.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Ford,
Mrs.
Charles
McDaniel,
Mrs.
David
Travis, Mrs. Don Robinson,
Mips Patty Robinson, Miss
Pat Schrnelter, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Settle, and Mr and Mrs.
Butch Turribow.
Ms. Timmerman explained
that the media are used to
create a special environment
intended to "time tunnel" the
audience back to an earlier

Methodist Church

Baptist Church To To Hear Pastor
Hear Home Director
On Sunday Evening

MSU Instructor
To Present
Biology Paper

Now

Billions Have
Little Impact

By BARBARA
RIEGELHAUPT
Associated Press Writer
figure was closer to 100
SANTA MONICA, Calif.
billion barrels.
(AP) — Billions of federal
Mexico
nationalized
dollars have had little irnforeign oil interests in 1938.
pact on education, mainly
The current find is unbecause local officials didn't
derneath a field that was
get involved and teachers
producing in 1938, but most
weren't taught how to teach
wells were closed until
better, a Rand Corp. study
PEMEX went back four
says.
years ago and drilled some
The net return to the
deep test wells.
investment,
the
federal
Lopez Portillo said the
researchers said, "was the
production of crude oil and
inmany
adoption
of
derivatives
is
now
1.4
novations, the successful
million barrels a day, about
implementation of few and
50 percent higher than
the long-run continuation of
PEMEX estimated it would
still fewer."
be when the last estimates
The
four-year
study
were released six months
commissioned by the U.S.
ago.
Department
Health,
of
U.S. energy planners have
Education
Welfare
and
believed for a long time
examined
federally
293
Mexico would be an abunfinanced projects, including
dant source of petroleum
some aimed at eliminating
and natural gas.
illiteracy and others at
The hope is that Mexico's
improving vocational and
supplies, combined with oil
bilingual education.
from the North Sea and
Whether a program surAlaska's North Slope can
vived past the end of federal
alleviate or solve the U.S. financing, the stlicly
found,
energy crisis and break an
was unrelated to how much
oil and price monopoly held
money was spent and what
by the Organization of
kind of materials were
Petroleum
Exporting
bought. Rather, the amount
Countries.
of local ideas put into the
Mexico has refused to join
project often meant the
the cartel claiming it has its •
difference between success
own oil and does not need
and failure.
the protection of a group
"The
ultimate
responlike OPEC.
sibility for really making
Just five
years ago, these programs
work over
Mexico was still importing
the long run (rests) with the
crude oil and petroleum
local people," Paul Berman,
products. But those days are
one of the chief researchers,
gone, and many experts see
said Tuesday. "The problem
the country riding a wave of
is not how to get more
prosperity from revenues of
money, but how to get these
exported oil and petroleum
people motivated.
products.
"If schools are going to
change, they have to learn
to change themselves — to
learn how to teach better,"
he said in an interview.
"The federal money is just a
help in getting them started."
Instead of simply pumping
money into the nation's
classrooms
for
poorly
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. —
planned
and
ultimately
Tech. Sgt. Gary L. Yuill, son
short-lived programs, the
of Mr. and Mrs. John Yuill
4ederal
government should
of 416 S. Main St., Mulberry,
adopt "a long-term goal of
Ind., has arrived for duty at
helping
school
districts
Myrtle Beach Air Force
develop the capacity to
Base, S.C.
improve their own perSgt. Yuill, a ground radio
formance," the Rand report
communications technician
said.
with a unit of the Air Force
However, the study also
Service,
Communications
pointed out that the impact
previously served at Haver
of the federal money —
Air Force Station, Mont.
although short-lived in most
1963
The sergeant, a
projects studied — was not
graduate of Clinton Prairie
insignificant.
High School, Frankfurt, Ind.,
"Federal
seed
money
Montana
North
attended
allowed some districts to
College at Haver. His wife,
undertake activities that
Margaret, is the daughter of
their staff were anxious to
Mr. and Mrs. Brown C.
pursue but that could not be
Tucker of Rural Route I,
supported out of district
Kirksey.
funds," the report said.

Tech. Sgt. Yuill

Arrives For Duty

2 Convenient Locations

To Better Serve You.

Dr. Williams
Is Awarded
Research Grant
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On Sept. 5, 1978, we will open our new full service branch on
South 12th Street for your convenience. You will find the same
courteous service as offered at the Main Office, 7th & Main
Downtown.

Pat Whitlow Will
Speak Sunday At
Memorial Church
Pat Whitlow will speak
concerning her mission work
witir-the Indians in Montana
at the seven p.m. worship
services on Sunday. Sept. 3.
at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
At the same service the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerre]
White,
will . give
the
meditation on 1 Cor. 11:2326, and the ordinance of The
Lord's Supper will be observed.
Dr White will speak on
"Beatitudes In Revelation"
with scripture from Rev.
13-22:14 at the 10:50 a.m.
service on Sunday, Ralph
Bogard, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
J. T. Lee. witi &red. the
song service with Margaret
Wilkins as _organist and.
Sharon Owens as pianist.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with
Elbert
Thomason as director, and
Church Training at six p.m.
with J. T. Lee as director.

Dr Arthur Williams, an
assistant professor of biology
at Murray State University,
has been awarded a $25,000
research grant to finance a
year-long study of the possible
causes of goiter in the human
neck.

Stop in and see us about your home loan and livings account
today!

I

Awarded by the National
Institute
of
Health,
Washington, D.C., Williams'
research will deal with the
antithyroid
compounds
produced by micro organisms
and will be carried out in the
laboratories of the Blackburn
Science Building on the
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campus.

According to Williams, who
came to Murray State in 1977
from Montgomery, Ala., it has
long been believed that a low
level of iodine in the human
body was the principal cause
of goiter, but recent research
in other areas has aroused
scientists suspicions that
other factors also are involved.

Hours Of Operation
Monday-Thursday 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
• Ar••••••
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reiferal Murray State
science students will he
assisting with the project,
which was started several
weeks ago.
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